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YOUR PROGRESSIVE B 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, October 3, 1946

Fifth Annual Beef Cattle
Show and Sale Dates Set

•

•

ock.
in

Rudy Hendon, pgdent of the
Calloway County
arm Bureau,
announced this week that the fifth
-annual Beef Cattle Show and Sale
will be held at the Murray Stockyards on Novetnber 11 and 12. The
cattle will be judged on the first
day and then all who desire may
sell them at the sale on the following day. The show is divided
Two Murray men, the last of
into two divisions: the Breeding
convicted of conspiring to violate
Cattle division which is limited
government price regulations in
to Calloway
County Breeders,
the purchase and sale of $3,000,000
and the fat cattle division which
worth of used cars were senis open to Calloway and adjointenced
Friday to pay
fines of
ing counties. A total of $500 in
$2,000 each.
prizes is offered.
The two, Clebourne Adams and
A record breaking number of
Keith Kennedy. were remanded to '
entries is expected in the show
jail by Federal Judge Arthur A.
this year as all previous shows
Koscinski until the fines are paid.
were held in war years when
Both had pleaded guilty.
many breeders were unable to
Sentences ranging up • to two
and time to prepare for the show.
Every farmer in Calloway County, years in jail and fines totaling
who has one or more head if beef $100.000 were given 24 others
cattle, is urged to start getting Tuesday. September 24. and three
them ready for the show as the were placed on probation. SixMurray men were among
success of the show will depend teen
those fined arid sentenced at that
upon the number of entries.
time:
The rules and regulations and
All sentences were handed down
the- complete premium list are listby Federal Court in Detroit. The
ed below:
defendants were charged by OPA
Rules and Regulations
Al cattle must be en grounds with operating "the nation's largest used car black market." Court
by 10:30 a.m.
Judging will start promptly at testimony revealed the dealers
bought some 3,000 used cars in De-'
12:30 p.m.
All cattle in breeding cattle di- treat and sold them at above ceilvision must be registered or elig- ing prices nere and in Cairo. III.
ible for registry.
Breeding Cattle Division °ripen
only to Calloway County Breeders.
Fat Cattle Division open to
Calloway and adjoining counties.
All individual entries must be
The Murray Cub Pack No.V5
broken 0) halter.
All cattle may be left over night held its charter presentation program Fridley MOO aes 7:30 im the
andaiold rieit cia-y.
The committee has full authori- WOW hall.
ty to rule on any question which
Dastrict Cub Commissioner Wildy Berry delivered the address
may arise.
The committee is not respons- using as his subject. "The Scheme
ible in case of accident
of Cubbing." Mr. Berry presented
the charter tee Mrs. Graves HenPREMIUM LIST
Breeding Cattle Division
don who accepted it in behalf of
!For Calloway Only
the Murray Parent-Teachers ASS*
,
Ring 1_ Bull, any breed under elation who is sponsoring the or1 ]tear_.$10 00. $7.00, $500. $3.00, ganization.
$200
A driye will be made through
Ring 2-Bull, any breed over 1 the schools- to register 100 prosyear and under 2 years--$10. $7, pective Cub Scouts, boys between
$5. $3. $2.
the age
9
%, end 12. Ottis ValenRing 3.---Bull .any breed over 2 tine is Cu
aster and Nix Crawyears--$10, '$7, $5, $3 .
ford is his a,sistant. The Young
Junior Champion Bull' Rosette Business Men's Club has also coSenior Champion Bull_ Rosette operated with the Parent-Teachers
- Grand Champions Bull_ Rosette, Association in establishing the orRing 4.. Female, any breed un- ganization in Murray.
.
der I year $10, $7, $5, $3. $2.
Ring 5- Female, any treed over
1 year and under 2 years-$10, $7.
$5
H. L. SMITH
Ring 6- •
F emale, any breed over
H. L. Smith. governor of District
2 years and 'under 3 years--410.
161 Rotary International, will ad$7, $.5a
Looney Whitnell, 91. dress the Rotary club of Murray
Ring 7--Female, any breed over
died Mendez, September 0. at 'his at a meeting to be held October
3 ye,ars--$10. $7, $5, $3. $2.
home in Murray fro
omplica- 10.
Junior Champion Female-Rotions following an ill
Mr Stnith is governor for the
s of eme
eette.
month. Services were eld Tues- year 1946-47 for Rotary clubs in
- Senior Champion Female--Ro- day
at the
Murray
Methodist the western half of Kentucky. He
sette.
Church with Rev. T. H. Mullins is' superintendent of city schools in
Grand Champion Female-Roand Rev. J. E. Skinner officiating. Paducah, a position he has held
sette.
Whitnell had engaged in busi- since 1933, and is a formere presis
Best Angus Individual_$5. $3,
dent of the Paducah and Palate,
in Calloway County for. th
ness
$2
Tenn., Rotary clubs.
Best Hereford Individual...-$5, $, past. 63 years. He was a wen
Mr. Smith is vice- president Of
known
tobacco
merchant
asand
$2
sisted in organizing the first to- the
Western- Kentucky
Area
Group Classes
' Ring 8---Cow and calf e310, $7, bacco association here The asso- Council of Bny• Scouts: a direcciation was named -Dark Tobacco tor and past president of the Pa$5.
He had ducah Concert Association: a diRing 9-Get of Sire (4 calves. Protective Association."
either sex) under 2 years_$10, $7. been a strong Republican leader rector of the Padarcan Community
in the county• and prominent in Chest and a member of the Area
$5.
the
activities of the Methodist Council of the Girl Scouts. He is
Fat Cattle Division
Church. He was a member of this past president of the First Disti-ict
For Calloway and Adjoining
church 64 years He also belonged_ Education Association and a past
Countiesi
Ring 10-Fat Bull, any breed, to the Sons of Temperance, now vice president of the Kentucky
inactive:
Education Association.
any age-.047. $5. $3.
Besides his wife. Mrs Effie Eng- Studied Overseas
Ring 11-Fat Cow, any breed,
A natiswe of Dresden. Tenn.. Mr.
land Whitnell of Murray, he . is
any age -$10. $7. $5, $3. $1
Ring 12--Fat Steer_T-$10. $7. $5.. survived by five daughters, Mrs. mith was graduated from PeaJ. D. Sexton, Mrs. Ruth Grogan, body College, Nashville, Tenn.,
$3. $1,
and Columbia Univarsity, New
Ring 13--Fat Heifer--$10 $7. $5. Mrs. A. L Rhodes. Miss Mayme
Whitnell. all of Murray. and Mrs. York City. He also took grad$3. $1.
Ring 14-_ .Baby Beef Steer, under H. C. Pogue. Kansas City, Mo.: uate 4tvork at the National Uni12 months-$10, $7, $6, $5. $4, $3. four sons. M L. Whitnell, Joe versity of Ireland. in Dublin.
He enlisted in the military serWhitnell Bernard Whitnell and
$2. $1.
vice in 1917 and served two years
Ring 15 _ Baby Beef. 4-H and William Whitnell. all of Murray:
one sister. *Mrs. L. M. Padgett. with the 105' Engineers of the 30th
F F.A.-110, $7. $5. $3. $2, $2.
Division, 14 Months of which was
Ring 17-_Pen of three steers) Jackson. Tenn.:. 12 grandchildren
spent overseas.
and three great grandchildren.
$10, $7, $5, $3.
Officials bf the Murray. Rotary
Ring I8-_.Pen of three (heaters)
Hodorary pallbearers were T. H.
are Alvin G. Gibson. president;
Stokes, E B. Holland, Cont. Fra-$10. $7. $5. $3.
Charles 0. Bondurant. vice presiChampion of Fat Cattle Division zier. tlbert Lassiter. Callie Hale.
dent; and Guy Billington. MereRibbon.
George Hart, L. L. Dunn. Vernon
tary.
Directors are Walter F.
Stubblefield, Sr., P. A. Hart, A. B„
Baker. Max B. Hurt, Robert • E.
Austin, Rainey T. Wells, E. J.
EARLE H. STERLING
Jerrnan and William G. Nash.
Trail. 7. Wade Crawford, Robert
DIES 'IN MICHIGAN
Swann. Sr'. Tom Fain and 'Thomas '•
Earle H. Sterling, Royal \
Oak.
PVT. WILLIAM
McMILLEN
Hughes.
Mich.' died September 20 at the
RETURNS TO WIiSRINGTON
Pallbearers
Whitwere M. L.
gakland County hospital of spinal
meningitis, following an illness of nell. Joe Whitnell, Bernard WhitPvt. Williami.lt McMillen has
nell,
William
Whitnell, James recently
three days.
returnea to
Andrews
He is survived bar his wife, the Whitnell and Will Higgins Whit- Field. Washington D. C., after a
nett
former Coriye Hicks of Cherry
15 day visit in Merray. Mrs. McBurial WAS in the s city cemetery Millen its the "pirrner Lycle Sue
Corner comsnunity, two sons and
October 1.
Butterworth of Murray.
.•
two. daughters.

Sentences Handed
Adams and Kennedy
Bring Total to 29
29 ,

Murray Cub Pack
Recei'ves Charter
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Tigers and Breds To Play
In Murray This Week

9

TWO MURRAY MEN
DRAW FINES AS
OPA CASE ENDS

ne, 6

Vol. XVI; No. 40

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

4

Rules and Premiums
For Event Are
Listea

TWO
x SECTJONS-

DR. HUGH HOUSTON
IS SPEAKER FOR
MEDICAL GROUP

Mayfield, Eagles To
Renew Old Feuds
At Murray

A squad of Murray High Tigers r'
Who haven't been able so far to
find anyone capable of making
them work to win and Jim Moore's
Thoroughbreds, beaten last week
by Ohio U. 27-7 will come home
this week to give Murray fans a
Roman holiday of football thrills.
The Tigers in piling up 85 points
Continued efforts to obtain pass- in their first two games have put
age of it law to set up minimum out strong indications that they
standards for hospitals in Ken- are gunning for top spot in Westucky were urged in a committee tern Kentucky circles. The 'Breds,
report read by Dr. Hugh L. Hous- losers in their only start, are still
ton, of Murray, to the House of a mystery for local fans. Bolster.
Delegates of the Kentucky State end by G.I.'s and a new "Ta forMedical Association as state phy- mation .they may encounter too
sicians opened a three-day con- much of the same thing et other
vention in Paducah Monday.
colleges in this year of upsets.
-The' year 1946," Houstten said.
Both schools are tangling with
'finds the hospital progrlIns in old • rivals this week. Mayfield,
Kentucky many and all coordin- Who will try to beg the Tiger
ated . . . The rural areas of the avalanche tomorrow handed the •
state are making little if any 'ad- Tigers a Vet) trouncing Last year
vancement toward better hospital at Mayfield. The 'Breds' too. are
coverage for their people . . . out for revenge. The Eagles of
Kentucky is one of the few states Morehead' subjected them to a 13now without laws regulating hos- 0 drubbing at their lest meeting
pitals and without such laws will in 1942. In i seven game series
be ineligible to participate in fed- with the. Eagles. Murray has won
eral grants' and programs."
5. tied one and lost one.
The high school battle will get
Houston said tne state has registered with the American-Medical under way at 8:00 Friday night
Association 99 institutions, one less and kickoff time is set at 8:30 p.m.
than in 1945.
Of these 3 'are Saturday for the college tilt.
Probable Lineups:
governmental and, during 1945, ads
Pos,
mitted 00.125 patients: 66 were Murray
Mayfield
,ion-governmental and admitted Phillips
LE
Baker
137.664. Only 31 are recognized Wilson
LT
Hedge
aa
by the American College of Sur- Cable
LG
Stokes
geons as meeting unconditionally Baker Wolfe
Thurman (c) R G
its minimum standards.
Usher
Houston's committee. Including Hale
RT
Parr
Dr: W. L. Taylor. Owensboro. and Slaughter
RE
Clark
Dr. tr. G. larummett. Middlesboro. Purdom
Copeland
QB
also urged the association presi- Furgerson
LH
Heflin
RH
denteke eatherizell, to ap.ponit a Giles
Whittemore
eommittte to control'the Stale-111flittfalria
FB
Criffith
Board of Nurses with a view of
requesting the state to establish at Murray State Pos.
Morehead
the University of Kentucky and Yokurn
I.E
Wheeler
the four state teachers colleges White
I.T.
Smith
Mayfield: and L. J. Horan, Murfive nursing schools in conjunction Puckett
I.G
Newman
ray.
with hospitaLs in their respective ' McKense•
Adams
environs. The committee reported Evitt
R(;
Johnsen
Counties included in the- FDEA
only 14 hospitals in the. state- now ' Brucchieri
RT
Hetman
are Fulton. Hickman, Carlisle, Balhove nursing schools, compared : Wyatt
RE
Caudill
lard, McCracken. Marshal/, CalloMcClure
Hermann Goering and 11 other with 29 that once had them
Vaznelis
way, Crittenden. Lyon, Caldwell,
QB
Wa loco
Nazi. chiefs who helped Adolf Hit- Rural Nurses Needed
LH
Lustic
Trigg. Livingston, and Graves.
Educators from Chicago, MontRH
Workmen
into the ."This deficit in nursing schools McDaniel
Dr. Bernard Iddings Bell. con- ler plunge the world
clair. N. J.. and Lexington, Ky., are
FB
Salvate
sultant to the Bishop of Chicago greatest war of all time were sen- is, at present, crippling the medi- Gilbert
listed as speakers for the 62nd anservice
Officials: Zack Curtin (Mem.
in our
Commonon Education. Episcopal Church, tenced Tuesday to death by hang- cal
nual session of the First District
wealth," Houston said. "The Hunt- phis). referee: Doug Butler I MenChicago, Ill, will address the gen- ing.
Education As-sociation Friday, OcSeven other defendants. includ- ing Association may be correct in phis). tuadlineman: Fete Gracey
eral session in the morning. Prestober 11. at Murray pate College.
many
of our
nursing (Nashville), umpire; and T Sledd
ident Cooper announced. Dr. Roy ing Rudolph Hess. were sentenced closing
D. Talmadge Cooper. principal of .Hatch
author an d instructor, to prison and three were acquitted schools for lack of proper instruc- Murray e. field - judge,
tion. but something must be done
Washington Junior High. Paducah, Montclair, N. J, will give a dem- by the four-power military
triis president of the FDEA, an-or- onstration in teaching at 115. Dr. bunal in the first internetional war to help doctors of Kentucky obtain well trained nurses with that
lanizatien of 1200 teachers in 13 Maurice Seay. department of edu- crimes trial.
spark of human interest, who .are
West Kentucky counties. W. L. cation, University of Kentucky,
The
sentences
death
will
be care willing to go -.into rural
Holland. superintendent of Fulton Lexington, will speak in the
Kenried nut in the Nuernberg jail. tucky." '
'
Mrs. H. D.' Thornton, 79. died
City schooli, is vice-president of morning on the subject, "Using
probably on October 16. The prisThe committee's final recom- here last Monday from iniuries
the group and M. O. Wrather, Kentucky's Resources-.
on terms will be served in a four- mendation was to "approve
ø'f member of Murray 'State Col- 'Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
the suffered in a fall September 21.
power jail in-Berlin.
survey., if funds Are made avail- Funeral services seld at the First
lege, is secretary-treasurer.
r of Murray State, will deliver the
Hans' Fritsche. Franz von Papen able, for the study of the educa- Baptist Church Wednesday were
Also included on the board of welcome address. Election of ofdirectors are Adron Doran, Win- , freers and the business session and Hjalmar Schacht were acquit- tion and other personnel training conducted by Rev. J. E. Skinner
facilities for the people that must and Rev. J. H. Thurman,
Mrs.
go; T. ,C. Arnett, •Sedalia: C. 1. are scheduled at 11:30 in
the ted, with Russia dissenting.
Thornton was a member of the
Sentenced to hang, besides Goer- lead our health program"
Henry. Madisonville; J. 0. Lewis. morning.
Dr.
Hal
E.
Houston
will be on Murray First Baptist Church.
ing. were Joachim von RibbenShe is survived by two daughtrot). Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel, the program this afternoon for a
of tees. Mrs. Ethel Lassiter and Miss
Ernst Kaltenbrunner. Alfred Ros- discussion of "Management
Betty Thornton. both of Murray;
enberg. 'Hans Frank.
Wilhelm Acute Brain Injuries."
one son, Henry D. Thornton, Casa
Frick, Julius Streicher, Fritz SaueGrande. Ariz.: and three grandkel, Col. Gen. Alfred Jodi, Arthur
children, Jee Ward, Elinor ThornSeyss-Inquart. and Martin BorOne of the long awaited fea- I •Officers Elected
ton and Margaret Thornton.
man, tired in absentinia).
Organikation of ehe West Kentures of the winter season will get
Active pallbearers were Elbert
Sentenced to priaon were Hess.
under way when .the West' Ken- -lucky Symphony Society, which
Lassiter.- Jessie Lassiter, Rupert
Walter
Funk.
Grand
and
Adm
tucky Symphony Orchestra operes will handle the business affairs of
Lassiter, Jessie Wells Lgilister,
its series with a Concert at 'Pa- the orchestriaawas completed Fele Erich Raeder. life terms: Baldur
Joe
Lassiter, Burrus
Lassiter,
Schirach
von
Albert
and
Speer.
20
ducah on Neyember 4. !Other cote day night at a meeting at Murray.
The Keelcky Dam Fox Hunt- James Swann and Hoffman Swann.
carts are scheduled for Mayfield Officers who had served tempor- years: Constantin vein Neurath. 15 ers Association will stagg_ their
Honorary pallbearers were M.
and Murray on November 5 and arily were elected to serve un- years: and Grand Adm. Karl Doe- first annual Bench Show and D. Holton, V. C. Stubblefield, Sr,
6. Directed by Price Doyle, head fit the next annual meeting cif pa- nee. 10 years. e
Field Trials -here on October 7. 41, J. T. Hughes, A. B. Lassiter, H.
In additjon to aissenting on the
of, the music department at Mur- trons of the society: These ofB. Bailey. W. T. Sledd. Jr.. Dr. H.
9 and 10
Requital
of
the
the
trio.
Russsian
ray State College, tilt orchestra ficers are J04. LaGore, Paducah.
The first day will be devoted to M. McElrath and Hall J. Hicks.
member
of
tribunal,
the
also
de- the bench
has approximately 80 west Ken- prisident; Judge John McDonald.
show and marking
Mayfield,
vice president; Max clared that Hess Should have been hound*. Yules Wren. Shawneetucka musicians..
Max Hurt, secretary-treasurer. -Hurt. Murray. secretary-treasurer. sentenced to death insteea ,if life town, III, will judge and D. M.
arahe orchestra society, has an- and, the following directors; three- imprisonment.
Meeks, Dyersburg. Tenn.. will be
nounced
indication year terms. Harry Fenton, Murthat every
ringmaster. Ten classes will be
ray;
Trimble.
Homer
Paducah,
and
points to a highly successful seashown on Monday, October 7. inFuneeal
services were - held
son and that in addition- to the Mrs. Ray gloss. Mayfielcii two-year
cluding Puppy • Class Under I Monday at Old Salem for Jerry
sponsors already listed fiy the .so- terms, Max Hurt, Murray; Roy EvYear Age. Derby Males. Derby Mitchell' Towery. 6, who died
ciety, other interested patrons will ans. Mayfield. and Joe LaGore.
Females, All Age Males...All Age Sunday, Sepember 29. at the.
be accepted in the future. Patrons Paducah; one-trent-. terms. Ed PaxFemales, Best Pair, Best Pack. Mason Hospital after an illness of
from Murray -include Price Doyle. ton, Jr.. Paducah; the 'Rev. Roy
The
Calloway County
Fiscal Natural Carriage, Best Hound In three months Services were con-'
James Court met October 1. Orders of Show and Best Hound of Opposite ducted by Rev. M
Grover Weed James.'Harry J. Fen- Williams. Mayfield. and
M Hampton..
toe, Max Hurt, Young Business Moore.- Murray.
last meeting were read, signed Sex.
Besides his parents. Mr and
Men's Club and the Chamber of
and ,approted
The field trials, to be held on Mrs. Lace Towriy of Murray Route
All
magistrates
Commerce
Others are being con.- wen, present. Present and presid- October 8. 9 and 10, will find all 1, he is survived by Nur sisters.
tacted.
ing was the Hon. Pink G. Curd. age hounds ahd derby hounds Barbara Jean, Helen Louise.
JaeSoloist Featured
county judge.
running together but scored sep- ice Rachel and Doris June Towp.
Featured weal the orchestra this
A rcpott was given by Mass arately
Prizes and trophies will cry, and two brothers, Ohs/ Frankyear will be' Gertrude Hopatins.
The Muglas,High Bulldogs, un- Rachel Rowland, "county
home be, awarded in all events and a lin and HenaaaaTowery.
widely Ivrown harpist, who will defeated, untied an
unscored /on elemonstretor, relative to the work prize 'will also be awarded to the
Burial was in Old Salem cemeappear with the orchestra at * each lest seagon' in nine' starts. wila of the Homemakers Clubs of this person entering the most hounds. tery.
open their season at Murray Fri- county.
Of three concerts.
Officers of the associatilen are
Popular- prices will be charged day. October 4, at 2:30 p.m. 'against
A motion was made by W. A. Leon Riley, president, Benton; Ar- DR. ANItleal‘S. t'ARR
BACK
for admission to the concerts. Owensboro.
•
Patterson, seconded by W. C. Rob- ley Lairmer, vice president, Cal- FROM NEW YORK
VISIT
Adult tickets will be $1 and stuOwensboro Always ea dangerous inson and carried 'unanimously vert City: L. W. Imes. secretary.
dent and children's tickets will be threat, -is boasting one' of its best that the room in the court house Almo; and J I.• Linn. treasurer.
Dr. and Mrs 4. W Carr h4ye
50 cents tac-h.
1315th prices in- teams in history ..and is hoping tn now used by the O.P.A. office will
On .the fourteen man board of returned from a three Week visit
._
clude fax. tickets will be good put'an end to the perfect record be transferred to the city-county directors, three are from Murray.I,to Dr. Cerr's
eons, Dr. Prank
i!
for any one of the three perform- chalked up by Douglas High.
library at the expiration o; the They are Jack White, Willie Short Carr and Mr Henry
Citar, of New
present • 0P.A. term.
Admission v.111 -tre- 40' cents.
ances.
•
and A G. Outland.
"York City,
.
-71:51109441100'
•
-4.4,4aIrsor.4499aos.
,
F-Asioz
,
e,
•
,Nommompornws.
ea-

Program For Today
Features Address
By Dr. Hal Houston

0

11urray 4s Seen By The American Press ..(See page five

R?t7
ar
a Will
District GovernHeor

12 NAZI LEADERS
Murray State To Be Host WILL
HANG; SEVEN
To FDEA On October 11 SENT TO PRISON

Russia Dissents As
.„3 Are Acquitted
And Hess Gets Life

Noted Educators
Ariilisted for
Meetui
.g
-- -

Mrs. H D Thornton
Claimed Ely,Eteath

West Kentucky Symphony Scheduled
To Give C.ocert Here November 6

Fox Hunters Bring
First Annual Show
To Murray Mon.

Six Year Old Boy
Dies Here Sundial--

iscal Court Votes
Space for Library

Douglas-Bulldogs to
Play Owensboro

Ii

as.
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SocAt' /1\62

P-TA MERTINd HEARS FORUM

Broach,
ts• aJane Milstead. Seth
• Dorothy-Nell Smith. 01a Mae
Cathey. and Wanda Farmer

Social Calendar

l

School
High
e clock

October

Cloptem.aasreaented piano DELTAS HEAR PROGRAM ON
011ie Brown was in COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES
charge of the decorations
The Delta Department of the
Th,...nsImit autumn festival will
season
Woman's Club openeil "the'
be sponsored by the Garden Depart- I
grarn on
ment Thursday. October 3. from 2 with an outstanding
until 9 pm al the club house. The I Tuesday eveniog: at the club house.
dleplay will include flower arrange- Mrs. Graves Sledd ergs program
mentsa antiques. gems from foreign leader and introduce, the Rev.
lands, Girl Scout ivork. canned R. E. Jarman (root' the Rotary
foods, and other items. The public Club, A. B. Austin of the Chamis cordially invited to attend any ber of Commerce, Waylon Raytime during the specified hours.
burn from the Young Business
lIslen's Club. and R. L. Wade tram
- ---------- MRS. HOUSTON HOSTESS
LINE CLUB
TO M'

10. at 3 Janice

numbers Mrs.

interesting
Parent.
A
ver)
•
was MISS FRYE PRESENTS
Teachers Association program
1 held at Murray High School Wed - ALPHA PROGRAM
ihursdas. October 3
STANLEY - ARMSTRONG
The Garden Club seal have an nesae,e, oeteber 2. at ;Hy
Miss Beatrice Frye presented the
autumn festivel at the club hciuse.
t
i
Mrs. Graives Heudon, cheirman. 1
Septe
morning.
Saturday
Editor
MRS. H. I. SLEDD,
paigram at the mitial fall meeting
The public is openesd the
i from 2 to 9 pm
meetings
by
singing
I
Telephone 247 ,,23. at 9 o'clock, Miss Roberta Arm- I invited to .it cii
the
I America. After the routine busi-; of the Alpha Department of
striuig. daughter elf Mr. and Mrs.1
Se•1011
the
meeting was Murray Woman's Club which was
fleSS
October
It
Tuesday.
the
be.
Jeff Armstrong. Fanrangton
turned over to the program chair- i held Saturday afternoon at
MISS MARY ANNA hil:IE
Woodmen.
of
Club
..
•
man. Mra. George Hart. who \in-1 club house Miss Frye gave-a' very
,Officers_.
Charles H
of
Mr
bride
the
came
BONORED-AT PARTIES V
Circle will m••et at Collegiate Inn trodueed a group of mothers andl interesting review of the
book,
a„,
Stanley. Jr Jackson. 5•I Iss "
e for a hamburger supper
Few.- by Helen Hunt,
Se
Happy
who
composed
whose,
teachers
a
Ham
forunta
Art,..,
Mai
Miss
read by
Murray Star Chapter 0 E.S. will i W. Z Carter. superintendent, ledl ington Howe
atabertson will I double rime ceremany v•ais
marnagi• to • 1.11;!
at at the Maeonic Hall et the discussion on visitation report i
meet
Mayfield
at
the
Kelso'
Jaes
m
Rev
was
WS. B. F. Scherffius, chairman,
be an event ot Oanibei•4.
cards and home work.
presided
at the business meeting
:honoree at sesa•ral luvely parties First Methodist Church against a 7-15 p m'
I
..ding the program. The follow '...,Mrs,_. George,,E•cl _Overly); end preee
Hss. week
background of white glad-elk - andWediaesdaye :Oisteaboa-9-,
The Mother's Club will meet in 1 Mrs Wells Purdom talked from mg new members were announced:
On Wednesciay ..fa:rniein Miss ' fern, flanked by lighted candles in.
Only the em - the little theatre, at the Training a Mother's viewpoint and Mrs. El- Mrs Ralph Woods. Mrs. R. M.
Hute was cemplimented with a silver candleabra
Miss Rubie hull"Wear from a teacher's view Lamb, Ass Maitre Trousdale, Miss
School at 2.30 Om
miscellaneous shower which was mediate families were present. .
• Halene Hatcher. Miss Ann Herron,
a on parents visiting the school.
charge
Gahm Thurman. _The bride: iven in marriage by Strut?i will
be in
given by Mrs
Miss herjather, was attired in a Winter _bealth program
Wards Farmer and
Mrs. S. V. Foy. Miss Lula Clay- i and Miss Carolyn Wingo.
Miss
Mis E W Outland will be boa- ton Beale. W. B. Moser and Hariiiil During .the social hour refresh Doretes Nell Smith al the home white street length
with
dress
of the former s mother. Mrs Gil" matching accessimies, and, carried a teas to net bridgea.club at 7.30 West discussed report cards.
hos•
ments were served by the
Jeftrey
bouquet of white ruses Mrs Neal p.m at her home,
. Mrs. Ottis Patton and Mrs. A. tesses. Mrs. J. I Hosick. Mrs. E. B.
were
used B Canter, sister of the bride, veryflowers
Autumn
D. Butterworth gave their ideas of Howton. Miss Mary Lassiter, and
Thursday. October 10
home work and just how much Miss Hazel Tarry
throughout the roosts. The gifts ed as matron of honor. She wore
Tha October business meeting
• • •
time
the: children should give to
were presented ir. a decorated an identical model in apricot and
of the Woman's Club will be held
it, Miss Mary Lassiter and Miss GARDEN CLUB HONORS
basket
carried a bouquet of pink asters. at the. club house at 3 o'clock.
Ann Richmond gave some inter. HUSBANDS AT DINNER
The hostesses .serveci a dainty , Mrs Sam S. Stanley. brother of the
Regular meeting of Woodmen
eating points on how the home
Party plate Guests included cloee; groom, served as best man.
Circle will be held at the club
Husbands if members of the Garwork should be carried ho in the
friends of the honoree. •
1 Nuptial niusic was furnished by house at 730 pm.
home and also the amount of time den Department of the Murray WoLove
You
Reaves
-I
Mrs Glindel
man's Club were guesls of the club
to be given to It.
iroct-txit ,.tt Mrs Rob Hine
Truly- ,Bondi and -Ah Sweet COUNCIL GROUPS MEET
at a supper meeting Friday evening
Clegg
Austin
hiid guests tor luncheon at her
gave
a
clarinet
Mystery of Life- .Herberti were TUESDAY
..,
solo. The 'first grade and ninth at 6 o'clock at the club house Hos•
• ,,f Miss Huie
Mime
ceremony,
. played :preceding the
grade mothers won the attendance: tesses for the meeting were MesSmell tables' at the living room
Woman's
Council
,a
the
The
the rend of Time- was
and
held cots:114e, marking the places
First Christian Church held the The first grade mothers were hos- dames John Ryan. 011ie Brown,
marimba
duron
the
played
saftle
at the guests ..iid the honereea.
regular group emerseirms Tuesday. tesses and served refreshments to Wade Crawford, M. 0 Wrather. C.
ing the. eeremony.
•
corsage
arked
with
a
approximately 150 members an in- C Farmer. R M. Pollard. and A. 0.
place was
am
October 1. ,
.
.
A reception was held at the home
arid .a gift from the hostess.
Group one. Mrs. 011ie Barnett, crease of 81 over last month's Woods
The highlight of the program was
A delialaus, lunctse-otr-waa serv.1 of Mr and Mrs. Neal B Canter. chairman, met Tuesday afternoon meeting.
.
by
after which the couple left for at the home of Mrs C If Redden.
This type of program is proving a round table discussion led
..d!
.
Inclua. d ivt the auest list were Memphis. New Orleans and the Miss Emma Helm led the devo- very, interesting and all parents Fred Schultz. on -the kind of garMesa Hue:, Mrs Lilbtn-'n Hum. Gulf coast They will make their tional and Mrs A B Austin was who are not attending P-TA regu- dens we wish our club wives would
Those participating in the
larly are missing the cooperation grow
Mrs Carter Robert cup. Mr. J. B home in Bloomfield. lnel; where the speaker
.
Robertson. Mrs, litirlat:, We ,t Mrs.. Mr Similes- is superintendent '--f
Thirteen members were present. between parent and teacher that discuesiern were R M Lamb, M. 0
Weather, Fred Gingles. W H
should exist.
'
I • B Burkeem Mrs Gahm Thur. • the James I. ,Grass Meat Packing
--_
The
ninth grade
.nam. Misses Imogene Riggins. Bet- 'Company. Inc
Group two met at the home of
and
Mrs Brooks, C A Hale. Carney Hendon.
Mrs. H 'P. ..Wear with Mrs. R M Wear's room won the attendance. Gregg Miller, J E Littleton, James
Announcement was made of the Overbey arid A 0 Woods
Pollard, chairman. 'presiding Mr..
The study group report was given
P A. Hart-lail the deveitional and. Joint
Meeting
between
Lynn
Mrs .B J •Hopinian presented the Grove. Murray and Hazel at Hazel by Mrs Fred Gingles, and Miss
program
-.
•
._,, .
Mrs E J beide w.is hostess. to
Group three of which Mrs.' R H
Robb:11s' is chairman. Mr.. Anne'
Wear andMrs. E A...Johnson presented
the devotional and. the
topic for the afternoon
There were fourteen present

c

Pure lioetry-your face ...V

bathed in a lucent amber!dots. %MK lips ... a
ilisturbitigl beautiful red.
Ifs Drina rrs •- exciting
neu maLe-up trend ...
fie-iglied it RI, hard •
fludnot to match the
..pillenre of this seaaiiii•s
"Renaissance fashions!

the Lions. The guest speakers
conducted a civic forum on "Community Opportunities" which was
most interesting and informative.

•

Mrs. John E.
Miller, presided over a short business session. s
Dainty refreshments were: servB.
ed by the hostesses. Mrs. ,E.
Howton, Mrs. John Whitnel, and
Miss Lula Clayton Beale.
The

chairman,

• •

Additional

•

Society
S

on Page 41

FOR RENT
Part of large building, located on East
Highway beyond Railroad. Suitable for
business or storage space.
interested parties please write

Mrs. E. B.` Houston was hostess
to the Magazine Club at Collegiate
Inn last Thursday afternoon. •
Mrs. Hall Hood was in charge of
the program arid preset-de& Mr.
Hood who discussed most interestingly "The Story of Alaska—Its
People and Resources."
Refreshments were served to
members and the following visitors: Mrs. James H. Richmond,
Mrs. B. 0. Langston and Mrs. A.
Carman.

REPON
SUME

Care of P. 0. Box 32,- Murray, Ky.

Propf
financi;
turned
Revenu
ttscky,
Noveml

Max H. Churchill, Veteran, Owner, License Funeral Director and Embalmer,
Elizabeth M. Churchill, Lady Assistant, Registered Appren-

si

tice.

James H. Blalock, Veteran, son of the late Dr. E. R. Blalock,
Assistant, Registered Apprentice.
Tender care and personal attention in every case.
LADY ASSISTANT

"The Friendly Funeral Home"
AMBULANCE SERVICE
TELEPHONE 98

Murray, Ky.
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The 'Your:: M.'rot', tr.roup met
at the home if the: chairman. Mrs.
Ed Frank Kirk
Mr's R. K Kelly led the devotional and Mrs.
Trimmie Howard was the apeakkr.
Theie were erverteen present --st

-.•••••••

The StelLi fiemlnakei- C.
Id its first fall meetiag Thui
s :fret mein September 26.
e home-0( Mrs C C Salm
'Irs Salmon
pre,idt.ni

Neu*100e ietac

tilts
Stf.1.11••,

were v- it! by Mr- 0scuiet4;, V
J H Baiithe visited •

*
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• Embh•nt Red lip -ink with Crrirrn grip- is•vider
• Prtrroitr,, Red hp-tick with Treeme/
I ii'-

fatia

-1st t.P.)%utis • I 01. "III,
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COLLEGE DRUG
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

GIFTS and BOOKS
•
FOR ALL
AGES

club
•
The first
ii•-ion wa,
dunes of qv 1.1fieeli. and lead,
'f the club
Mr-. Monroe i•S•I•t..t.t state lead- I
uraca that .each officer and I,
ember know their duties'l=Ind I
.wri tech tan cat-r all more sucTh, ma)( pricy et le-ort was On
•ylt • mind,
The
215C1:h)^!littnit a_nt.1 Rioxiai:d
r
which urcluded
Int'••1 -fitactreal. st les in coats
ni dreeses
e hats will be
, age: this io.o.or„. oila7 is.
is, black- bros.', la arid re
•
said
A. for the -he.
wa•ir extremely low
xtrernely IsTra heel,
The ibirriern..k-r, ui
diseu.s d and a
!a-fro,
the thib ttra all m• L,er- will be present.
The next regular nste tine
,:;•,• Thursday OctObot 24 'it 2
• ••
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Today's career girl Icliblaq toaistg smart
is lust as important as being smart. She

•

A new star on

your

chooses Doris Dodson Junior Originals

HARVEST OF STARS

because

they're designed especially to

bring out her best points, to create

VISIT THE

that feeling of well-dresse

GIFT SHOP

P. S. They re oh, so easy (nil

AND SEE THE

BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
HeorAmericasfavontetenor

OF

JAMES MELTON

GIFTS

iotei

Building

•

•

budget, to&

Slenderizing, princess-cut clap
sic with Titus. battle jacket
waistline, corded armholes and
pockets. Doris Dodeon's
"Wonder 'ktsrorker- of crisp
rayon gabardine in gold, copper penny or deep teal. Sires
9 to 15

111011 Beautifully tailored, king
size wool and rayon checked
t• cde, with tiny waist and smart
purse pocket. It's Doris Dodson's
"Future Perfect-,in royal blue and
red -brown and grey
411.95
Sizes 9 to I

$1O.ø

As seen in MAVEMOIALLL

Sunday, Oct. 6

NBC 1:30 Pcsil
.
-

j

Music, Drama, Chorus
Howard Barlow and
60 piac• orchestra

As Jeen Its
QIARM

Skas Scat's

•

a

"The Fashion Shop for Women"

IANTERNMIONAL HAII
.VrSTEA

••••.

ssurance.

every week beginning

MURRAY FLORIST 81
GIFT SHOP
atjimai

414017. Doris Dodson•s "First
I dition- :.. a Spencer-Striped
r.4,on triciejer,ses that won't sag,
stretch, run or ravel. Royal blot
and black -light and dark greyrust and brown.
OA"'
.Ssies 9 to 1 5
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MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

:ELLA HOMEMAKERS
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Th. B & PW group mee Tuesday
evening with Mrs H B. Barley.
Sr Mrs Gatlin Claptan was devotional leader anti the speaker
was Mrs Ore Gillis Hester
There' were thiite al preset.t
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reporter. Dorothy Nesbitt; watchdog, Buster Paschall. Mrs. Louise
This organization is off to a good Jones was chosen as sponsor of the
start for the year 1946-47, having senior class.
won first place in the amateur hour
Junior Class—President, Bennie
contest at the county fair.
George; vice-president, Betty Lou
The school body enjoyed Buck's Hill; secretary, Faye Nell Craig;
Magic Show which was presented treasurer, Bobbie Lassiter; reporter,
in chapel last Thursday afternoon. Cletus Denham. Mrs. Estelle Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Carr, a
An enormous crowd attended the was drawn by the Junior Class as
girl, born September 25.,
singing that was held in the high sponsor.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Edwards,
school gymnasium Sunday.
Sophomore Class—President, Joe Paducah, a boy, born September
A great benefit derived from the
Davenport; vice-president, Carolyn 28.
recently installed central
sound
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Fulton, a boy,
Sanders; secretary, Violetta Vick;
system, is the opportunity of each
treasurer, Imogene Farris; report- born September 30.
child to hear the Bible 'reading
er. Melba Shekel; watchdog, Ed: Mrs and Mrs. W. H. Hopkins, a
each day at 8:45 o'clock.
rick Owen; sponsor, Mrs. Geraldine girl. born September I' 28.
All classes have organized and
Mr. and -Mrs. Virgil Borders,
Myers.
crass officers and sponsors are as
Benton, Route 1. boy. September
Freshman Class--President, Bobfollows:
26.
by Grogan; vice-president; Paul
Senior Class — President, Joe
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles B. Hiter,
Clara
Max
Wilson: secretary,
Scarbrough; vice-president, George
Benton, Route 5, boy. September
Parks; treasurer, Charlotte Grogan;
Freeman; secretary, Elsie Hum28.
reporter. Jimmy Dublin; watchdog,
phrey; treasurer, Holmes Dunn;
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. AlexanCharlie White; sponsor. Carmon
der, Murray, Route 1. buy, SepParks.
Calloway County
tember 28.
Eighth Grade--President, Billy
REPORT OF PROPERTY PREMr. and Mrs. Alfred Young,
SUMED ABANDONED AS OF Jo Denham; vice-president, Orvis Murray, girl. September 26.
JULY 1, 1946
Strader; secretary-treasurer, GlenMr.. and Mrs. Wayne Ferguson,
da Scarbrough; reporter, Pearle Hazel, girl, September,30.
Property held by individuals,
Byars; sponsor. Keyes Keel.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo C. Smith, Alfinancial or other institutions to be
turned over to the Department of
Seventh Grade—President, Glen- mu, boy. October 1.
Mr. and Mrs. James Collie,
Revenue, Commonwealth of Ken- da
Cunningham; vice-president,
tacky, between November 1 and Rita Parks; secretary, Elizabetti'alsfurray. girl. October 1.
November 15, 1946.
- Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Smith. Paris,
Byars; treasurer. James Lee Har- "
BANK OF MURRAY
Tenn., boy, October 1.
Watson.
mon:
sponsor,
Rex
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. -reon Burkeen,
W D. Dunn,
.Plans are now being effected for
Murra.y, girl. October 3.
address unknown
$30.00 new rest rooms which will
be
Charlie Lynn,
completed before winter.
address unknown
11.33
Members of the F.H.A. Club are
Oeda Burkeen,
address unknown
31.00 rehearsing, under the direction of
Gussie Johnson,
Mrs. Estelle Erwin, the play "Litaddress unknown
2.00 tle Women," by Louisa M. Alcott.
The name of the First PresbyMrs. H. L. Bogard,
This play will be presented in the
address unknown
37.42
Church of Murray has been
high school auditorium Saturday terian
Mrs. Ernest Hutchens,
changed to College Presbyterian
night,
October
26.
address unknown
24.00
Church ,it was announced this
Mrs. R. E. Story,
Officers of the F.H.A. Club will week by Rev. Samuel C. McKee,
address unknown
25.00 present their formal installation
pastor of the church.
Offiprogram Friday, October
The action was taken at a meetcers elected are as follows: presi- ing of the congregation immediatedent, Violetta Vick: first vice- ly after regular services last Sunpresident. Faye Nell Craig; second day, September 29. It was exvice-president, Jackie Ellis; secrel plained at the meeting, that since
tam Betty Lou Hill; parliamen- the church was not only of local
And Your Strength and
tarian, Imogene Farris; historian, interest but was of interest to the
Energy Is Below Par
Dorothy Nesbitt; treasurer, Shirley entire state because of Murray
It may be caused by disorder of kidYarbrough; song leader. Myrtle Lee State College students who parney function that permits poisonous
Nesbitt.
••••t• to accumulate. For truly many
ticipate in the church services,
people feel tired, weak and miserable
was considered more appropriate
when the kidney, fail to remove steer
acids and other waste matter from the
to call it College Presbyterian.
blood.
This new name will also be in
You may suffer nagging backache.
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness.,
keeping with its location on Main
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
strset near the college campus.
Sometimes frequent and actnty urina-

Cordell Hull Still
Fails To Rally

Southern Bell
T. And T. Explains
Increase Request

When Your
Back Hurts-

crease of about $10,000.000 since ' business and social necessity of period and the extensive building
modern living.
We have 'great program now being undertaken in
1939.
''The Telephone Company did confidence in the future of this the state. The Telephone COM-.,
not profit from' the. war," Mr. Mc- state and tru.: Company has care- pany's policy has been to keep its"
Alister said, "as is shown by the fully-laid plans to keep pace with rates as low as was consistent
fact that earnings declined its development', Qui. plans call with financial safety and that
throughout that period and are to- for gross expenditures of approxi- policy continues."
day less than half of what they mately $35.000,000 for construction
"The Southern Bell Company
were betbre the war. For 1939, in Kentucky during the next five has grown with Kentucky," Mr.
the return wa 4.40 per cent of the years. In the interest of our sub- McAlister said,"and we are proud
average investment. This percent- scribers, we must protect the of the part we have, taken in that
age dropjaed pointed by point until soundness of the telephone sys- growth. We look forward to an
in 1945 it was only 2.99 per cent. tem by having our earning ca- expanding telephone service that
And for the period of April, pacity more nearly equal costs."
will reach more people, create
through August of this year, ex"The rate revision we are now more jobs, and promote the state's
tended on an annual basis, the re- requesting is very nominal in view development.
Reasonable earnturn was only 1.83 per cent. This of the heavy increases in expenses ings are, of course, essential to the
earnings rate does not include any we have sustained for
long attainment of these objectives"
possible tax refund that may be
available this year only on 1944'
Federal. Income- Taxes._,We. have.
every reason to believe that in the
face of rising coats earnings will
s 1.
DIVISION MItwaaKEE continue to drop unless we get
some relief in the form of better
rates.
Tune In ... Most Famous farm program of all

i

Fear for the life of Cordell
increased
Because of greatly
Hull. continued to Mount last night
as he failed to rallyesfrom a cere- wages and rising costs of material
bral hemorrhage. Yesterday was and building construpction ,the
Southern Bell Telephone and Telehis 75th birthday.
A late afternoon bulletin from graph Company has asked authorBethesda naval hospital, where he ity to raise rates in Kentucky so
it can improve and expand service
•
is being treated, said:
''Mr. Hull's condition still re- in sane with the state's economic
mains serious. There has been no development..
marked change during the day."
In a petition filed with the KenLater the Navy reported his con- tucky Public Service Commission,
dition the same.
the Company said its expenses Tn
The man who was the late Presi- this state had climbed 118 per
dent Roosevelt's secretary of State cent since 1939, while revenue infor 12 years suffered the. hernor.. creased .only 811-per cent During
rhage Monday night. Hospital at- this same period total payroll costs
taches said he was conscious and increased 202 per. cent. The Comnot paralykesl.
pany said it had 4,000 employees
However, his" 5ondition was too in the state representing an iiigrave to permit him to read mes- crease of 90 per cent since 1939.
time.
sages from President Truman and Sliding Scale Used
Expansion Planned
—The National Farm and Home Hour . . . every Saturscores of others from over the
"A must expand our facilities
The rate increase for local serworld who offered birthday conday . . • N.B.C. Network — 11 o'clock Central Standard
would be on a sliding scale, to meet the rapid growth of Kengratulations and wishes for a quick vice
tucky
because
the
telephone
is
a
locality.
Time,
of
size
the
depending on
recovery.
The Company is also asking authority to increase long-distance
AWFUL RHEUMATIC
rates 5 cents on most calls withPAIN LEFT MAN'S
stated
BODY IN 8 HOURS in the state. The Company
"For years I had rheumatic trains that the requested rate, increase
in the muscles of my shoulders, would not produce all the added
legs and ankles, which finally got revenue that current costs indiso stiff. sore and painful that when cate is needed but that it hoped
experience unI walked I would flinch
with that its operating
rates might
agony. I got RHU-AID 'and start- der the requested
'The
ed taking it, and the rheumatic prove them to be sufficient.
ratence
pains began leaving my body in increases requested for
to
eight hours. Now the pains are local service were held
as it was felt to-be in the ingone from my muscles entirely. I
business, in the state
feel like some other person, and I terest of
reaidential rates be kept as
that
praise RHU-AID to the sky." This
possible. It was further
is a genuine testimonial from a low as
stated that the total increase
man living right here in this viwould be only 11 per cent of
cinity.
Southern Bell's total revenues in
atHU-AID is the new liquid forthe state.
mula containing three valuable
"The Company is doing a larger
medical ingredients. These Three
volume of business than ever beGreat Medicines, all blended into
fore-. J. M. McAlister. Kentucky
one, goaitight to the very cause of
Manager of Southern !Bell said,
rheumatic and neuritis aches and
"but our earnings have dropped to
pains. Miserable people soon feel
a dangerously low point. This has
different all over. So don't go on
resulted from the fact that wages
suffering! Get RHU-AID. Jones and other costs have gone steany
Drug Co.
upward while rates for local telephone. service have remained the
same,for many years and long
distance rates have even been reNotice is hereby given that City duced."
of Murray, Kentucky, has this day,
Mr. McAlister pointed out that
to wit:—Sept. 30th, 1946, filed in telephone wage rates alone for
the office of the Clerk of the Cal- Kentucky had increased by .$2.162.HAZEL F.F.A. CHAlPTER
loway Circuit Court. Murray. Ken- 563 since March, 1945, on an anINITIATES GREENHANDS
tucky, a petition Ex Parte in the nual basis, adding that the cost of
Sixteen Greenhands were added name of the City of Murray, Ken- eretirig buildings have jumped 75
to the Hazel Chapter of F F.A. tucky, wherein City of Mutray asks to 100 per cent, plant construction
Tuesday night. September 17, by the Calloway Circuit Court to ad- 45 to 60 per cent, and telephone
the officers and members of the judge that the following described materials 15 to 25 per cent.
F.F.A. Those
becoming territory be annexed to and become
Hazel
"We are asking now for ineligible to wear the bronze pins a part of the City of Murray. Ken- creases in rates that will nearly
were Ralph Carraway. Joe Hal tucky. Said petition will be heard reflect the costs of providing_ the
Stark.- Johnny Orr. H M. Law- by the Judge of the Calloway Cir- service," Mr. McAlfster said.
James,FiggsdasSaiatiaglield, Charlie cuit Courts at' the November. 1946,
"That we have been able for
White, Paul Johnson. Jimmy Dub- term of said court.
many years to absorb increased
ljn, Paul Wilson, Bobby Grogan,
"Beginning at a stone at the costs, without asking for higher
Edward Russell, Joe Robert Lamb, northa eat corner of the
north- rates, is, we feel, a remarkable
Bobby Lawrence. Jimmy White, west quarter of Section 27, Town- achievement of which the ComDan Kieth Taylor, and Frank Hill. ship 2. Range 4 East. same being pany's
emmanagement,
our
The following visitors were pres- the northa est corner of said City ployees, and subscribers can justent to witness the ceremony: Billy of Murray, Calloway County, Ken- ly be proud
Max Outland. Paul Bray, Fred tucky, thence south 4 degrees, 5 Investment Has Increased
Bray. Billy Joe Strader, James minutes east 5154 feet to a stone,
McAlister stated that the
Mr
Hutson, Fred Paschall. Charles B. same being the southss eat corner Telephone Chmpany's investment
Stark, Oscar Denham, Cyrus Mill- of said Citss and being a point 15 in
Kentucky
is approximately
er, and Ted Wilson .
in feet north of the south line of $44000.000 representing an
After the meeting refreshments said Section 27; thence north 84,S
hamburgers, cold degrees east 2712 feet; thence
consisting of
drinks and doughnuts were served. north 84
degrees east 270 feet,
On September 18, the officers to the southeast corner of said
the Hazel Fr A. ('ity, same being a point 250 feet
and members
visited the newly organized Chap- casts of the N. C. & St. L. Railway
ter of the Buchanan. Tenn., F.F A. Right of Way: thence south‘ 500
and presented the official opening feet; thence south 84
degrees
Creomulsion relieves promptly beand closing ceremony of the or- west, 2760 feet; thence south
&V,
lt goes right to the seat of the
ganization and raised 25 members degrees west to a point 250 fret
le to help loosen and expel
to the degree of Ckeenhands. west of 'the west edge of
germ
laden
phlegm, and aid nature
South
After the meeting adjourned, a Thirteenth
and heal raw, tender, in(Desk Pen)
Street; thence north
flamed bronchial mucous memwatermelon party was enjoyed by
parallel with Thirteenth Street branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
aboeut oti Future Farmers of the
to a point 250 feet south of the a bottle of Creomulsion with the unHazel and Buchanan Chapters.
south side of West Poplar Street derstanding you must like the *ay it
.iuickly allays the cough or you are
(extended); thence west parallel to have your money back.
PIE SUPPER FRIDAY AT
with Poplar Street (extended) to
(FLAT and will go through postal canceling machines with
NEW CONCORD HIGH
a point 250 feet west of the west
utmost efficiency)
Colds,Bronchitis
side of Fifteenth Street\thence
There will be a Pie Supper at
north parallel with Fifteen
Street
New Concord High School on Frito a point 250 feet south of the
day. October 4, at 7:30 p:m. The
south side of Main Street; thence
public is cordially .invited to -atwest parallel with Main Street to
tend.
write on metal, glass, cellophane — We have extra leads, too)
the east side of Sixteenth Street;
•
thence north with the east side of
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Sixteenth Street to the south side
of Chestnut Street; thence east
We Can Do All Types of
with the south side of Chestnut
Plumbing and Repairing
Street to the point of beginning."
Popular Sizes)
Given under my hand this the
We
your
30th day of September, A. D. 1946.
Dewey Ragsdale. Clerk.
" CaJloway Circuit Court.
017c
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THE AVAILABLE BUILDING MATERIAL

• POWER TAMPED
• Long Lasting

—

tion with smarting and burning is &bother sign that something is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Donoi's Pills. It is better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something lea favorably
known. Ileavo's have been tried and tested many years. Are at all drug stores.
.et. Deny s today.
•

DOAN'S PILLS

The following persons appeared
before City Judge Hub Murrell
this week and were fined as indicated:
C. C. Runyon. driving
while
drunk, $10365
and
license revoked.
Ralph Clark, drunk, $13.65.
Corn yields in Madison county
are said to' be the best in years.

NOTICEWe have sold out our house wiring
equipment and will no longer offer
this service.

Homes

Produced By

NOTICE

'
i
.t
,s!
11

GLYCO WELLS
We will continue to operate our electric
shop and will offer you prompt

moil

CO

o
ff:

mai

De Pi

Murray, Ky.

East Highway

Phone 324

OFFICE
SUPPLIES I

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

FOR WIRING CALL

• LABORATORY TESTED
• Locally Produced

PERFECT FOR
Outbuildings : Stock Barns

rt

Weekly Report of
Police Court

oftese

1

Concrete Building
Blocks

,al

Presbyterians Vote
To Adopt NevName

4.
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ZEPHYR AMERICAN SWIVODEX

KODYE PAPER CLIPS

and guaranteed service

CREOMULSION

DILL ELECTRIC SHOP
B. B. DILL, Owner

Tel, 879

for Coughs,Chat

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

LISTO CHINA MARKING PENCILS

(Will

ADDING MACHINE ROLLS
(

will appreciate
business

Barber Wanted
•. FULL TIME •

Photographic

GREETING
CARDS

Hotel Lobby Shop

-

STAMP PADS,GEM PAPER CLIPS,THUMB TACKS

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

DESK-STAPLING MACHINES

FITTS & CHANDLER

ALPHABETICAL GUIDE CARDS

,•( OTT FITTS

imo

West Poplar

R. C. CHANDLER

(Three Sizes)

Phone 629

PERSONALIZED STATIONERY

Good Opportunity,

Made from your own
Photograph
or Kodak Negatives

•
Apply R. S. GRACE, Manager'

LOVE'S
STUDIO

HOTEL PALMER BARBER SHOP

-

Paducah, Kentucky
503 Poplar Street

GENERAL OFFICE SUPPLIES

LEDGER & TIMES
JOB PRINTING AND OFFICE SUPPLIES

Phone 92-J
0
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press Week Morganfield 33-0
For Observance Of

18 but made no further ProI
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Our 60th Anniversary

• Kodak Finishing
• Advertising
Photography

SOCIETY

• Portraits

DONELL STUDIO

•

Secretary of Agriculture Says
Hogs Are High Enough . .

Letter. Alleged To
KIN e Been Written
By Jesus Christ

haN
est

•

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

TWO BEAUTIFUL MODELS
FOR YOUR SELECTION

L

e

T. 0. TURNER

I

,,?v,4.°\/ • 111(9

bakeinotnent,S notice!
can
I
Now
at a

ORIGINAL
DESIGN
BY

1

•

Shoulders and Back . ..
But Beautiful!
SIZES IL-IS

Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf
... ready for quick action
1000

Lines that do themselves
-proud. Fashion's own silhouette carried out to perfect
detail in shoulders, back, and
collar. A gentle coat of Valtona suede that ties casually
at the waist. Teal. blue, Co- .
coa, Sage. Green, Brown.
Sizes 1() to 18.

comA duo of mellow fall colors is cleverly
of
fashion
two-piece
bined in this annie Laurie
emphasis
with
...
"Tamarac"
WESLEY SIMPSON
on the superbly cut raglan shoulders . . . Beau
peplum.
Brummell sleeves. . and just a perk of a

as.

Murray Fashion Shoppe
elephnne 307-W .
MISS EFFIE WATSON
MRS. ETH•EL KEY"

$22.50
*
EXCLUSIVELYoZT

YO1 BAKE Al'll()NtE—Flei•ii.limarin's
Fest Roam; Dry Yeast lets you make till the
delicious bread.4tour family loves, quickly
... one time you want to.
Easy to use ... fast-acting ....heischinsnn's". Fast Itising stays full-strength for
weeks on your pantry shelf —afways ready
for quick action wheneyer you need*. Get
Fleiseh ina nn's Fist Rising Dry Yeast today.
At your grocer's.

•
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&
I •
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MURRAY
•

•

When the American Press, well known national magazine, decided last month to find out what makes a small
town prosper and how much the local newspaper has to
do with it, they only confirmed wh-at every Murrayan had
known for some time.

"MODERN BUILDINGS" — Murray is
buildink newer and more modern business
buildings.

•

"WOMAN'S CLUB HOUSE" -- Active
&At, organizations and public- institutions
- aid civic pride.

•

The editors of the American Press found that Murray
offers a complete answer to both questions.
•

41.•••

The article which appeared in their September issue
along with the pictures shown on this page, created quite
an interest in Murray. The Ledger & Times, through the
courtesy of the American Press, is reproducing the pictures in this issue.
These are the things that convinced the American
Press editor's that Murray is growing -- because of sound
investments, civic pride and hard work.
••••111....0.01

"POST OFFICE"—The new Post Office is
attractive and conveniently located.
"BANK OF MURRAY"—Murray does not
have aesingle debt and boasts one Zof the lowest city tax rates on record.

•

PLAINV I E W
-•
;

•

"STREET SCENE"—Murray has more paved streets than any
other town of like size in the country.

'4.41.11111ii
"IllOROUGH
BREDPurebred live.
stock shown at the annual fairs and horse
shows is among the best.
--

•

"MURRAY Si'‘TE COLLEGE"—Good
sphools and churches abound in Murm.

•

"LEDGER AND TIMES OFFICE"— A.B,C. audited circulation assures advertisers of
guaranteed investment.
"FOL k
NIONDAY_ IN MARCH'--Calloway County leads
•ip diversified—farming.

"MURRAY YOUTH"—Boy Scout Trotips, Cab Packs and Girl
Scouts:a city park tind bther mov ements prove Murray is alert to ,
its,1,904h•
•
4
.
, ••

'"LEDGER ,AND TIMES GOING TO PR ESS"-L-complete and impartial Coverage of
lodyil news is'necFssary to any.progressive-community.: .
'I

••
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services Are Held
For/Mrs. Mode Orr

CLOTHING FOR SALE-All prewar quality and cut, virgin wool;
,Mayer
some little worn, for size 38 or
2c per word, minimum charge
smaller; four overcoats, three
Mrs. Mode Orr, 74, died last
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in PIANOS TUNED and REBUII.T by CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and boys' suits; one woman's winter
Funeral services were held at
Flowat the home of her son.
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.
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p.m..
•
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024p
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stepmothe
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that
fair tires. complications following a
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and
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25 200: Notice
WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS
Our tuner goes Pion; good condition,
free.
deliver
We
Rev. Robins oflp week illness. He was a member September 27.
a report of Lucy Bell Smith. settleADDING MACHINES - Kirk A. anywhere -Harry Edwards, 426 S. Phone 53I-J.
Church. ficiated.
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the Hazel
of
ment 'of -accounts Was on the 23rd f WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- Pool & Co. Phone 6$. •__.
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Sixth Street. Paducah,
day of Sept.. 1946. bled by A. B.1 ing machines, casn ireialers and
acres rich level Services were conducted by Rev.
She is survived by a daughter,
lucky Statute.
_
03p FOR SALE-40
;'
has vsed office furniture. - Kirk A.
phone 4431.
five J. H. Thurman.
shade;
25.200: Notice is hereby given that Brady. executor, and that same
and
timber
G. W. Jones, Hazel; two sons,
fine
Mrs.
land;
repC 11
phone SINGER SEWING MACHINE
a report of Bettie Mason Miller. been approved by the -a--°waY "P7aol. 509 Main St.. or
except
complete
Orr. Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
E.
bath:
_Rily
and
Mayrooms
by
Mrs.
wood
is
May,r
survived
enamel
ite
to
tf -resentative of Paducah will be in FOR SALE-Wh
settlement of aceounts was on 23rd County Court and ordered filed'
tank;
and D. L. Orr, cottage
septic
2.
pump;
Route
electric
F.
Mayer,
tub;
Pearl
Julius
er.
n.
brothers.
two
Any person
Murray each Thursday at the stove, Betty Washingto
day. if Sept. 1946. filed by Everett he over for exceptions
house 5 years old; outhoodings. Dyer, Tenn. and John L. Mayer, Grove; and one grandchild.
Wide any exception thereP
0
01
zel.-Ronte-4-s--AUTO
Ittoore.-Ha
AND
firefor
HOME
NE
cash
pay
FIRLSeO
. eeei, fidenthrstrattar7-arsd-:*det-the-Will
before' October I WANTED
Burial was in Paschall cenieCome at once, leaving; have bar- Murray, Ky.; three uncles. Jake
are equipsame has been approved by the to will do so on or
Wit- arms of all kinds. Especially SUPPLY STORE. We
0. J. Paschall, Vernon
FOR SALE-My home and business. gain-R. A. Jones. owner. 1 1-4 Mayer. Hazel, 011ie Mayer, Hazel, tery.
-Calloway County Court and ordered 28. 1946. or be forever barred.
machine.
make
23rd day of Sept.. want German Mauser rifles and ped to repair any
on Highway 95 in Hardin. mile south of school on 16th St. arid Bluford Allbritten, Murray; Nance, Cecil Paschall, Carl Orr,
Located
filed to he over for exceptions. Any ness my hand this
County P38 and German Luger pistols. Free estimates given; all work
lp and
person desiring to file any. excel?. 1945 By Lester Nanny. -county.
Ky. 300 feet from high school and •Rt. 1. Murray. ky.- •
two aunts, Mrs. Amanda Oman Paschall and Cain Nanse
Call.on ay
Also can use- old muzzle loading -guaranteed. All calls made prev- railroad. 3 lots_ 7-room de:telling
lion thereto will do so dh or before C.urt Clerk
were pallbearers.
and Mrs. J. H. Thurman.
White
010p rifles. shot guns and pistols. Bring iously will be taken care of promOctober 28. 1946. or be forever Ky
Doing NEW INNERSPRING MATTRESS
In excellent condition.
RaspFarley
s
23rd
were
this
Pallbearer
if
hand
135.
call
my
Station.
service
For
Witness
Service
ptly.
barred.
- • them t.. Lee's
$2.5,000 yearly. Reasons for selling. made out of old cotton mattress. berry, Claud Wilson, Ellis Slice03p
day of September. 1946.--elitr Liader NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- Hardin. Ky
Contact A. /9.1
retiring from business. See Albert Get them now.
Wilson, B. Y.
Charles
Nanny. County Court eters: Callo- tucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and, .
STREAMLINED WRECKER SER- Lee...at Lee's Service Station, Har- Bell, phone 1291-J. Paris, Tennes- maker.,
010p 25.200: Notes' is hereby given that
in
work
way County. Ky.
to
and
mechanic
Leonard
Outland
-A
Byars,
WANTED
New equipment, 24-hour,
VICE.
03p see.
lp Brent
din. Ky.
a report of Shelhe Ethridge Sleeper, a garage Repairing automobiles.
Saddler.
Service.
e
Wrecker
dependabl
fast,
.
NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- settlement of accounts was on Sept. and regular mechamer-Work -R. Charges reasonable. Day phone
On Saturday night, OctOber 5.
Burial was in the Hazel cemeFOR SALE- 100 bu. Thorn seed FOR SALE-3 stoves-1 Warm
tucky Statutes. Secta.ns 25 195 and 23 1946. Med by George Hart. ad- G Gardner. Hazel_
Lodge 499 F. & A.M.
010p 97. Night phone 424-Porter MoCompisite
•
tery-.
wheat; also one good steel tire Morning heater: 5-burner kerosene
25.200: 'Notice is hereby green that ministrator. and that the same has
a degree team to. Mur.bring
will
and
.
Sales
farm wagon-0. V. Tielevell. Mur- •stove with oven; laundry stove
a report of Martha Friinces Man- been approved by the Caliowaa WANTED TO RENT- 4 or more tory Company, Chevrolet
ray to confer the Master Masons
tf ray Rt. 2,
Seryice.
ning_ settlement of accounts-Yeas on County Court and ordered filed to room furnished or
unfurnished
with water jacket and tank, priced
several, candidates.
degree on
23rd day of Sept 1946. Pled by J "he over for exceptions Any person
to sell-Jesse T. Roberts, 108 N.
house_ Call 404 and call for Robert
Reed Wilso who is the Master of
FOR SALE-One house. 3 rooms
A. Outland, guardian. and that same desiring to, file any exception thereLS
MEMORIA
lp
lp
Phone 605-W.
Mills.
the Detroit_ lodge is a former
has been approved by the Calloway to will.do so on or before 28th daY
and hall, located I i2 miles" north- 10th
-,-.
Com- west of Hazel on Hazel-Pleasant
resident of Calloway County and
County. Court and ordered filed to of October. 1946. or be • forever
Monument
County
Calloway
bales of Jap
he over for exceptions Any person barred Witness my hand this 23rd WAN-AD-300 or 400
A. Orr. sales mana- Grove road. Known as A. B.
last Wed- has chartered a bus to bring this
held
were
Services
Vester
pany.
hay. must be No 1 green and
desiring I. file any exception there- day of Sept . 1946 By Lester Nane
85. West Main Street Taylor place. Call Hefford Orr.
nesday for John Thomas Mooney, crack team to Murray.
,-,1,1C4unK
tyy Court Clerk. C. '1 way leafy, either . this or last year's ger. Phone
ny
to will dosi 'c. or before the 28th c
Fred Workman, Master of Mur76, who ipdied at his home in
Extended.
017p
010p
forever
Hazel.
be
or
through
1946
October_
Hazel.
.
of
day
cutting-T. E McKinney.
CORSAGES. CUT FLOWERS and Hazel un Sunday, September 29. ray Lodge 105 F. & A.M., invites
barred. Witness my hand this 23rd
lc
I .Ky.. Rt 3
WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild. NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY your FUNERAL DESIGNS-Hule Flow- following an - illness of a few all Master Masons in Western
day of Sept.. 1946. By Lester NanKentucky to attend this meeting
We will pick up your old mat- fall seed, wheat, barley, oats, rye. er Shop. South 15th St. Phone months.
ny. County Court Clerk. Callowaa.
WANTED-A girl wants job doing
010tthem new. - red top. timothy. Cumberland fa::- 479.
make
which will be held at 8:00 p.m. _
ar.d
LI
tresses
County. Ky
Illas
Pleasant,
work
Services held at Mt.
general or special office
-----Jackson, tilizer-Economy Hardware a. d
G.
S.
Co.,
High
School'
the Murray
in
Mattress
Paris
-RENT
Tenn_ were conducted by Rev.
FURNISHED BEDROOM for
experience, in stenographic and
CARD.OF THANKS
building.
lc WE ARE NOW BUYING hatching
336 E. Washington St., Paris, Tenn. Supply Store.
ChilA
C.
Rev
and
nice. 1., boys or girls or bookkeeping work Can furnish
Hart
--Large.
Robert
LI
eggs for heavy breed flocks that
Phone 979-W. day phone 3
We wish to express our sincere man and wife-4n N 6th Alton
references Husband in collegeFOR SALE Two complete rooms have been tested.-Murray Hatch- den.
appreciation to the many friends
lp
North
410
.
pa
Townsend
Waynell
McClure
'Mrs
010c
A member of the New Proviof furniture; will sell at $150.00. ery.
and neighbors who stood so faith1 p INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
he is
Church.
Methodist
dence
Murray.
Store.
cash delivered,
Wiswell
i
at
flowLocated
Will
fully by and for the beautiful
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS
RENT-Rooms for tadlege stulp B. L. CATHEY would like to share survived by has wile, a daughter,
controlled- Ky -James Rex Armstrong.
Especially to Bro Thurmai'il FOR
pullorum
Oct. 4 5
era
Officially
Sat.,
and
Fri.
two
his home with middle age couple Lula Mai Michaux, Hazel
dents. lays preferred-Mrs Ray
for his words of comfort during the!
Holder four world records- Of32(
...
Vine
water heater with for his board and utilities_ Call in brothers, Josh Mooney and Bob Heavy Hens
and
-Hot
ad
SALE
Br
FOR
cerner
illness and death of our sort and
ficial records over 300 eggs. Free
28(
lp person at 603 Sycamore St.
1 p Mooney. Hazel and
Wymberg. Leghorn Hens
coal stove. Call 789. _
MayJulian
Mrs.
cent
- 100 per
brother-Mr and
--- Tenn : and one grandchild, Billie Fryers
35(
plastic
-jor Brooding Bulletin
t tiosaita.k
Buly
J.
r.
itch.
erhee
urn
unf
eon
-3-r;
RENTFOR
i
er. Mr andc
live arrival. postpaid - HELM'S FOR SALE-CANARIES - Hartz MARELLE ORR has bought . the
32c
lp eland Call
Michaux.
-3
Max
Fryers
779.
Call
Leghorn
apartment
020-46p Mountain rollers in full song Call Oliver Grocery at Hazel and has
Mrs Ella May.
Paducah. Ky.
• lp CHICKS,
18c
Ledger * Times.
ters
s
were Mason Wilson, R
ggs
soo
E
Pallbearer
from
010c
St.
station
4th
North
cream
411
or
861,7.1
.
moved her
•-•
45c
jiiansden.
Grady
Oliver.
opY
Truman
COMPAN
MOVING
groKEMP
this
to
Scarbrough's Grocery
LOST- Billfold containing student
and
1-2 acres on old
erates in more than nglf of the FOR SALE-12 '
1 p Preston Perry. Louie -Carr
cery.
edentifacation money and pictures
from
miles
3
road.
Opris
Carl Vick.
Service.
Murray-Pa
Reward- Mary Smith at Wells United States. Van
on
Burial was in the Mt. Pleasant
1 p erates in Arkansas, Kentucky, Murray. Good build.ng site
Hall
Phone 441
So. 13th St.
cemetery.
Tennessee. Georgia, Mississippi, road. Tract also contains 6 acres
LOST-- Bundle of cheese in six
Alabama. North Carolina. South. bottom land and 1 1-2 acres tim5-te-und boxes •Put in the wrong Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, Flor- ber. on REA line. Training School
• 16 per cent DAIRY
car.' near Clinic-Shro'at Bro- ida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa. Louis- bits. milk and mail route; and
• LAYING MASH
Just 18 months ago, Bull Kauf1 p iana. Maryland. Michigan, New
FEED
Bell telephone- R. C Harp, Rt.
thers
man. McCracken county 4-H club ;
p
1
Jersey, New York. Ohio, Oklaho- S. Murray
boy, started in the hog business on j
• HOG FATTENER
FOR RENT-Part of large building. ma. Pennsylvania, Texas, West
CUSTOM GRINDING and
return-pig plan. He carried a
the
Dunid
mahogany
railroad
SALE-Sol
beyond
FOR
Main
on East
One House and Lot.
DAY.
Virginia. District of Columbia and
EVERY
MIXING
across fTre road in his arms,
gilt
MENT,
SUPPLE
buffet.
chairs.'
6
HOG
or
storage
table.
Phyfe
•
can
for business
Suitable
at
Living Room Suite.
966
Daytime.
861
Call
Deleware.
FIELD SEEDS FOR FALL
le says CuSinty Agent Joe Hurt. Since
40 per cent
space Write Box 32. Murray. Ky
Sept 46 call 223 or 10.
Dining Room Suite.
night, Paris. Tenn.
a 500into
grown
has
she
then
lc
for particulars.
FOR SALE International power bal- pound sow and farrowed 37 pigs.
ALL PRACTICALLY NEW
See Luther 33 of which lived and were sold
Hazel ATTENTION FARMERS &
er: good condition
RENT-House • on
FOR
See Conn Moore ae STOCKMEN - Dead horses. Greenfield or Howard Armstrong. to '4-H members arid to farmers
Highway
I p for a total of $525. much of whichl
lc cows and hogs removed promptly, 3 miles north of Penny.
Murray Insurance Agency
and Paris Road
free of charge in steel bed trucks.
,as profit.
21'2 miles south of Murray on old Murray
fel. 101
.
SALE-Two tracts of 258 sere*
110 North Third Street
Want Ads ever, Eno aiseover a Call collect. Phone 591-1fie. Rare
Vance, Murray. Ky. agent fbr Ky. each of good Lakeview farm and
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS'
multitude of needs.
timber land, on east side. See
"You Never Pay More at Ross Feed Store"
Animal By-Products Co.
W. P. Dulaney at Puryear. Tenn
or write Harry Dulaney. 719 Elklp
mont Drive N E. Atlanta, Ga
Murray Marble & ()ranee works
East Maple St. near Depot Tele- FOR SALE-Heating stove. Charter
Oak. like new See it at Ledger &
phone 121 Porter White and L D
tf
tf Times.
Outland. Managers.
--9
POST WAR. As soon a, available
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner
5
we will have a complete line of
PHONES
24
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance.
also c.oaskplete line of Gas applian•
4e
ces to be used with Shellane Bot- Potatoes. lb
age
10 pounds
tied Gas Purdom Hardware, North
MI
$2.94
5th Street
tr 100 llas large Cobblers
18.00
I
N.
1946
1,
OCT.
ac
71
FOR
and
Sc
SVk Pet Potatoes; lb.
SALES REPORT
'NWANTED HAIR REMOVED 10-1b. bag Idaho Bakers
4$e
16.00
by the Cabbage. Michigan Fancy.
legs
796
from face: arms'ofand
Total head sold
s
Electrolysi
modern method
$2.06
hard heads. 50 lbs
approved by physicians. This Kraut Cabbage. appreidinaueiy
6.00- 15.00
method is permanent a n d pain91.90
50 pounds
Gin.(1 Quality Fat Steers 15.0- 17.011
RN, Phone
less. Cyrene
7c
Home grown Turnips. lb
S28
182-W
14.00- 17.50
Baby Beeves
Apples. sweet fancy Golden
NO. 21 z CAN
10c
Delicious, lb
9.00- 13.50
Stuffed -Up' Nose, Headache?
Fat Cows
Bushel same S 60; half bu 51.30
due to,."
711e
Peek same
6.00- 9.50
Canners ?rid cutters,
10c
Parrots, bunch
CAN
NO.
PLEASE BRING YOUR STOCK IN
RED PITTED
234•
$M0- 13.20
CODS
Onions. 5 !be
Bulls
.,5•,•iii I'
Ilene( of your mi.e.iips
(01D eatrAIA110111 Flour-All WhiteBY 1:00 O'CLOCK .
450.00-172.50e
37c
Cows.-peir head
ans Downs Cake Flour
stores cn • seconds 4044
"WW1 ow LIM,
CAN
NO.
Omega Flour, 5 lbs.. 10 lbs • 25 lbs.
WHITE CREAM STYLE
O N special Silk Sifted
Swim.
$1.85
Flour. 24 lbs.
EIRR 2NRIli,,RNF=NM=
RINIMINEPIONIRMIWIRMF21M-_!RillilIMIWANN
25 lbs. guaranteed Sell-Rising
CAN
NO.
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
$1.55
.
.
Flour
15
I
_. $1.50
25 lbs. guaranteed Flour
In
Flour
Biscuit
25 lbs. Tasty
. $1.85
print bag
10c
needed
MY-T-FINE Pie and Puddings, no sugar
Other brands F'lourl
I
f
29c
35c
Meal. Jersey ('ream, 5 lbs
PITTED DATES, imported, 6-oz. pkg.
$1.55
10 lbs.. 65c; 25 lbs.
'
31c
_ 25c
'Baking Powder. 2-1b. can
TEA, Tenderleaf, quarter-pound package
VI
10c
45c
10-os. can
COFFEE, Maxwell House, 1 pound
Starch is Scarce22c
Sc
Faultless. 6 oz. pkg
SUNSHINE CRACKERS, 1 -pound box
10c
14c
12-oz. package
OATS, Quaker, Quick or Regular
Sc
Argo, 8-oz. pkg.
69c
12e
Corn Starch
1 MEAL, Murray Mill, 10 pounds
b
l
°
141
Soap, Gayle Toilet Beauty. bar Sc
$1.80 4
lbs.
25
White,
Cream
Jersey
FLOUR,
7c
Grandpa's Tar Soap
50c 1"1111'
10(
0
Laundry Soap. green
o oacai
FISH, Rosefish Fillets, pound
4;
Carolina Soap, bar
...
tiaotaaers.
35c
pound
,
10c
BOLOGNA and FRANKS
3 for
60c •
Coffee-new price 10,2c up
CHEESE, American, pound
Old price Oelmonte. glass. 1 lb. :18.
95c
•
384OYSTERS, Extra Select, pint
American Ace. Om
lac
SHOP
Monarch. ghee
PASTRY
CAKES from JIM'S
Nec
Manhattan. glass
I
20c
111;''
paper.
Cabin.
Log
akar
Canova, glass, lb
75c
Sorghum. quart
$7.40
Honey. 5-1b jar extra
••
fancy. Ky.
Quart jar comb Blackberry
5:
6
..1
5
5216
$
Bloesom Honey
Hoop ( heeae. lb.
American Cheese, lb
Peanut Butter.
sae
Jane Good, I ore
50c
II owe, 25c; 24 out.
65e
Johnston's, quart '
The
Peter Pan. quart
0 PAY CEILING PRICE for Side .
Meat and Lard.
'ISc
PAY in CASH for EGGS
•
Q
--",:a
.
)1111714ER in trade

For Sale

Services Offered

Last Rites tJeId
For Jame

I

CLASSIFIED ADS

Wanted _

Notices

IA

to.

ig

Detroit Team
Visits Murray

B.
an
ly

Mooney Services
Held In Tennessee

Po

Miscellaneous

Bil

Ja
fie
Ma

For Rent

I
LOOK!

Tr,
Sly
fin
aw
Mt

LOOK!

Tn
7
foil
Ma
Pill
icr:
Sta
Sw
Purl
ley
Wc.
Per
atm
Swi
icra
crud
chir
Heir
ing.
ficd

Lost and Found

"Standard"

Boggess Produce Co.

4-H Boy Finds
Pigs Profitable

BRAND FEEDS

NOTICE - I will offer for sale October 12,
1946, at 1 o'clock, the following (for cash):

Si'fli

Pub
Pan
min

WALTER KARNES

ROSS FEED COMPANY

rect.
Cert.
S:svi

FOR

14,11t

_

Murray Live Stock Company

MONUMENTS

The Best Market in West Kentucky

-Swann

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

,
_
__
__
._
i rove's Grocer

Grocery

Cabbage, Firm
!
Sc THE FLAVOR Of OUR COFFEE
Heads, lb.
,., -'(
AS YOU SURELY WILL AGREE, ,..
100-lb. bag
$1.89 IS REALLY ONLY EQUALLED
Cabbage
1)
Of
Winesap Apples,
FLAVOR
GY THE
10c
pound
OUR TEA!
Bu. Cooking or Canning Apples $3.25
rm.
.....
10
Onions,
39c
10-lb. bag
Idaho Potatoes,
59c
10-lb. bag
Lettuce lg. hds. 15c #-"-----

FRUIT COCKTAIL
CHERRIES
CORN
PORK & BEANS

1

42c
43c

2
2

2

Harg

AT FIVE POINTS

Now Open For Business
We Invite Our Friends and Neighbors
to Call On Us

DAILY DELIVERY SERVICE
TELEPHONE 1162

WE WILL HAVE SOME FRESH MEAT

MARKET PRICE
-EGGS WANTED . . . Paying HIGHEST

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

.

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

•

4'

Telephone 130

eamor •

49

-.grill"mare;
71111ekliErAX"

•41

Jfilt

-

"9
fr.44:4;11117410"01Pa".41".•''.446t-411111410"
..
:•••71:•;' .
'

.•
-

NINILL-eque,70.A.4%,...164$•.
11.

'

•
PAGE THREE

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A

SECTION TWO — S.

place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Happy Valley Scouts Receive Various Thoroughbreds Bow
Awards at Court Held Here Monday To Ohio U7-7
The Thoroughbreds of Murray
The following Boy Scouts of Saving; Charles Skaggs--Swim- State College opened their
1946
Happy Valley District were recipi- ming, Life Saving Darwin Lee- football campaign
against Ohio
ents of badges of rank and Merit Swimming, Life Saving; Joe H. University of Athens Friday
with
Badge certificates, and special re- Wilson-Swimming, Life Saving; a 27-7 defeat.
cognition at the Court of Honor Louis
Ray Jackson--Swimming,
Playing before 7S000 fans under
held here Monday night at the Life Saving.
a broiling sun. the Ohio U. BobWoman's Club .house, according to
Members ,.of Troop 45, Murray, cats outclassed the Thoroughbreds
Scouter A.
Austin,. chairman received
the
following
Merit in the second half to come from
if the advancement committee, Badge
certificates: Pat Elkins__ behind in a 7-0 county. The Breds
and Scouter Everett Jones, acting Rowing.
Forestry, Wood Carving; scored their only touchdown in
clerk of the court:
Wiliam Parker-Swimming; Chad the sceond quarter when *Tommy
Tenderfoot Badges_-Troop 45, Stewart--Forestry. 'Wood Work, Walker took a pass from quarGlasgow; Troop 90, Eugene Wood • Carving. Rowing; Gene terback Bill McClure and netted a
Bailey and Don Fuqua. ,
Hendon, Home Repairs; John Paul 65 yard touchdown play.
Bill
Second Class .Badges----Troop 45, Butterworth - Swimming, Life Fink added the extra point by
0 B. Boone, Jimmie Thomasson; Saving, Rowing. First Aid, Safe- placement.
Troop 66. Louis Ray Jackson and ty: Buddy Valentine-Lege SavOhio U. started its first scoring
ing,
Rowing, Swimming, First drive from its 48 and Quarterback
Bobby Barnett.
Aid: Castle Parker-Angliug, Au- King Brady finally dove over
First Class Badges-Troop 45. 0.
tomobiling, Chemistry; Bill Pogue from the one-foot line to score.
B. Boone; Trisop 66, Darwin Lee,
Fullback Bill Hartman of Canal
Tommy Lassiter, Joe H. Wilson -Angling. Forestry. Wood Work;
and Charles Skaggs; Troop 90. Bil- 0. B.'Boone-Life Saving, Swim- Winchester plgwed over from the
ming. Rowing: Tom Lamb_Row- four yard line a Sew minutes later
ly Jackson, Charlie Waldrop.
ing, Life Saving; Donald Tucker_ for Ohio U's second touchdown.
Star -Badges-Troop 40, John Rowing.
Swimming;
James P. Halfback Ed Sudnick converted
Pnul Butterwortn; Troop 90, Max Sykes-Rowing;
,James Bondur- the second time.
Bailey, Stanford Blalock. Bitty ant _ - Swimming,
Weather, Bee
Bobby Mills, Athens halfback,
Jackson, Dan Shipley, Jack May- Keeping;
Bill Ferguson --Swim- made the Bobcats' third touchfield.
ming; Charles Tolley-Weather; down early in the fourth period,
Life Badge-Troop 90. Ralph Cless Austin_Angl
ing. Farm Lay- skirting right end from the threeMorris.
out, Farm HornVand Its Planning, yard line. Sudnick failed to conRt cognition for Eagle Badges-- Camping,
Cooking, Rowing.
vert.
Troop 45, Clegg Austin, William
Mills scored the final touchSmith. and Gene Guerin who has
down, going around right end
Hazel P. T. A. News
finished his requirements but is
from 10 yards out. Sudnick kickawaiting his ,transfer from Detroit.
The Hazel P. T. A. will meet ed the extra point.
Mich.
Thursday of*rnoon. October 10. at Ohio U. 27
Pos.
Murray 7
Recognition for Bronze Palms_ 3 o'clock for its second meeting
of Zednik
LE
Yokum
Troop45. Charles Tolley.
the year. Mrs. Stark Erwin!,. presi- Kerns
LT
White
Troop 90 members received the dent. will conduct
the business Thomas
LG
Witt
following Merit Badge. certificetes: meeting and delegate,
for the fall Trautwein
C
McKenzie
Max Bailey -Reading, Carpentry, conference at Lynn
Grove will be Warstler
RG
Taylor
Public Heath. Leathercraft, Haled- elected.
Ruszkowski
RT
Brucchieri
icraft. Swimming, Personal Health;
RE
Mrs. Paul Dailey. program chair- Dietrich
Dubia
Stanford
Blalock-Life Saving,
Haylor
QB
McClure
Swimming, Personal Health, Car- man. and her committee have met
Brady
LH
Walker
pentry. Automobiling: Dan Ship- and mede out their programs for
RH
the year based on the general Sayre
McDaniel
ley - Leathercraft.
Handicraft.
Hodona
FB
Gilbert
Woodwork, Athletics. Carpentry, theme-"Laying Firm Foundations."
Score by periods:
Personal Health, Pathfinding. Bird- The topic for October is "Laying
Murray
0 7 0 0.study; Charlie Waldrop -Reading. Firm. Foundations for Health."
Ohio
a._
0 0 14 13-27
Swimming. Personal Health. Hand- which will be presented in a round
Murray scoring: touchdown,
icraft; Pat Shackelford-e-Handi- table discussion by parents and
Walker. Point after touchdown,
craft; Ralph Morris-Farm Ma- teachers. The leaders in the disFink placement).
chinery.. Animal Industry. Safety. eusssion will be: for parents. Mrs.
Ohio U. scoring: Touchdowns.
Horsemanship. Rowing. Life Say- Robert Taylor. Mrs Pat Thompson,
Brady. Hartman. Mills 2. Points
hie. Public Speaking; Jack May- and Mrs. Porter Stubblefield; for
after touchdown. Sudnick 3 i placefeel Rowing.:
Saving. Per- teachers. Misses Modest Brandon, ments).
Mrs. Dumas
sonal
Health; Billy
Jackson -- Anne Walker awe
Public 'Health. seasonal Health. Clanton.
TOBACCO BARN BURNS
Pathfinding. Handicraft.
Assembly
Swimof "My
Old
ming. Athletics. SafetY.
Kentucky Home." led by Carmen
A large tobacco barn locate
Members of Troop 66. Hardin. Parks. and Mrs. Olivene Erwin at the farm of Con G Wallis apreceived the following.Merit Badge the piano: devotional by Mrs El- proximately one half
mile north
certifiealms: Tonaaty-l-nasiten Las
Jun. and a piano ado by of Farmington burned resides.
Saving. Dairying, Swimming; EIJ- Carline Sanders will also be pre- October 1, at about 2 p.m. Estigen, Barnett
Sv.
,remirg
Lae sented
mated lose was $5.000

James

5.
.M.
urons
Les.
of
ner
and
this
fur.ites
tern
ting
p.m.
hucal
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Buchanan News

Utopia Club News

Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Rupert Freeland at Buchanan
Church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrel Ray and
sons spent Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
and daughter shopped in Paris,
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. C. W. McClure is visiting
in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
children and Mr. arid Mrs. Gilbert
Sanders and daughters shopped in
Paris Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
and sons visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ofus Outland and sun, Sunday.
Mr. Johnnie Mooney was buried
at Mt. Pleasant Monday.
Mr. Bud Lax has been sick.
-"Brownie!

The Calloway County Utopia
Club met September 18 at the
Lynn Grove gymnasium with 23
present.

The
Mayfield-Graves
County
The merchants of Mayfield are
Chamber of Commerce proudly cooperating to give a hearty welannounces its sponsorship of a come to the Festival visitors.
giant Tobacco Festival to be held
Prizes amounting to hundreds of
in Mayfield on Friday and Sat- dollars in cash and merchandise
urday, November 15 and 16. _
seill be awarded.
This event, the first of its kind
Judging will be
divided into
to be held in this, one of the fore- three classifications as follows: 4most tobacco centers of the world, H Clubs. Future Farmers and senis a celebration to commemorate ior tobacco growers. Due to the
the opening of tobacco season. An interest shown in past years by
estimated 30.000.000 pounds of to- young farmers-to-be, the number
bacco will be ready for market- of 4-H Clubs, Future larmes ening in the 11 counties participat- trants is expected to be large.
ing in the Tobacco Festival. They, Betsey Pageant
are:
Ballard. Carlisle, Calloway,
Among the highlights of the
Fulton. Graves, Hickman, israr- two-day leaf celebration will
be
shall and McCracken in Kentucky -the beauty pageant end sahe crownand Henry, Obion and Weakley in ing of the Queen of the Tobacco
Tennessee.
Festival. The judges who presid-

Nbs
ed at the Kentucky
Queen finals will be s
choose the Queen of tle
Festival from among theerviee
ters. of the tobacco growers, to
11 counties participating. lee_
dition to the honor and titleeo
lucky young lady will rect.
5100:00 in cash.
Requirements of entrans in the
Beauty Queen Contest are that
their parents must be among the
tobacco growers of the 11 participating counties and they must
be a high school senior. They will
be the choice of their fellow students in local high school beauty
contests. Each of the winners will
be awarded a $10.00 prize by the
Tobacco Festival Committee.
County Queens will be chosen
from among the local winners and
they will receive $25.00 each.
From the 11 County Queens will'
be chosen the Queen of the Tobacco Festival.

H
ere

Please Read this Notice
of Request
For Increase in Telephone Rates
Your Telephone Company has found it imperative to
file application with the Kentucky Public Service
Commission for higher rates on local telephone service
and on most long distance calls within the state. This
action was taken because telephone earnings are
dangerously low and reasonable earnings are required
to furnish adequate service. We ask that You read this
message carefully so you will understand clearly why
increased telephone rates are necessary.

IllOging

I

Carl Jones. district director, was
present and conducted folk games
and music.
S. V. Foy gave helpful hints to
the your,g farmers
Mr. and MPS. L. A. Rowland and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dyer were
welcomed as new members.
Under the
direction
of Miss
Rowland, the women will make
belts at their next [fleeting which
will be October 17 at Murray in
the assembly room of the A.A.A.
ffice.
All young men and women. 18
'ears and over who are interested
in rural standards being improved
and enjoy project work are especLilly invited to attend. I.

•
Mayfield-Graves Comfy Will
Sponsor
Tobacco Festival On November 15-16

HIRE THE HANDICAPPED
Your telephone rate is low and it is the earnest desire of
your Telephone Company to keep it low.
While your rate has remained the same for many years,
the total cost of furnishing telephone service has steadily
gone up. Since 1939 our expenses for Kentucky operations
have increased 118 per cent, while revenue increased only
88 per cent.

Wage Rates Up $2,162,573

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED WEEK

OCTOBER 6 TO 12
"HIRE THE HANDICAPPED - - IT'S GOOD BUSINESS" •
YES, IT'S GOOD BUSINESS TO HIRE THE HANDICAPPED
WORKERS . . . War Veterans and Others . . . And man,' employers
have found it so. In fact, many employers have been hiring handicnpped workers for many years without regard to the fact that their
workers are handicapped in some manner.
This proves that handicapped workers are showing their worth
each day as ordinary employees for thousands of American employers.

Lis/Your Jobs With the Local USES Office

Much of the increase in expenses is represented by
wages, since wages make up the greater part of the cost
of furnishing telephone service. Wages have been raised
In keeping with national policies and the general trend
throughout the country. These wage increases were necessary to assure, through competent personnel, the provision of an adequate service. Telephone wage rates in
Kentucky have been raised during the past 18 months by
;2,162,573 on an annual basis.
Since th• first of this year, 40,000 new telephones have
been installed in Kentucky, but 23,000 people are still
waiting for telephones. This demand forces us to build
new facilities now, in the face of high costs. The cost of
erecting buildings has jumped 75 to 100 per cent; the
overall cost of providing telephone facilities has advanced
46 to 60 per cent and the cost of telephone materials has
increased 15 to 25 per cent. Despite these high costs, we
telephone folks—and there are 4,000 of us in Kentucky—
tnust continue to improve service generally, and to expand it. Our plans call for gross expenditures of approximately $35,000,000 for telephone construction in Kentucky during the next five years,

Pay-Out Is Increasing Faster Than Take-In
With the tremendous increase in the expenses of furnish..
ing-telephone service and with rates unchanged for years,
we have a difficult time making ends meet. So much so,
that today we find ourselves confronted with the lowest
earnings in our history in spite of a record volume of
business.
No business can long continue to render service when
the amount paid out to provide that service is increasing
fastez than the amount taken in. Therefore, it is our

USE YOUR BANK

BANK of MURRAY
• Big

Enough to Take Care of You

130

• Small Enough to Be Aware of You

duty, as your public servant, to report this condition to
you since it directly affects your telephone service. We
must appeal to you for relief through the Kentucky Public
Service Commission, which regulates our rates.
The requested rate increase for local service would be
on a sliding seale depending on size of locality. Authority is also being asked for an increase of 5 cents on most
long distance calls within the state.

Residence Rate Held at Minimum
Today's high costs indicate a need for greater increases
than we are asking, but it is hoped the proposed new rates
will prove sufficient In view of this, the increases requested on residential service were held to a minimum.
Your Telephone Company feels that it is to the best interest of every business man in Kentucky that residential
rates remain as low as possible.
The new rates we are asking represent an increase of
11 per cent of our total revenue in Kentucky. This is small
when compared with the increased costs of doing business.
In fact, even with the new rates, long-distance charges
generally would be lower than they were 21 years ago and
local service rates only alightly higher, while service has
been considerably extended and its value has been increased many times.
Southern Bell wants rates no higher than necessary
to furnish everyone with good service and expand it. The
proposed rates are the very minimum increases we can get
by on. In face of rising costs, they are very modest

PROPOSED NEW MONTHLY RATES
For Murray:
Business

Residence

One party

$5.00

$2.50

Two party

$4.25
no change
no change

no change

Rural
Four party

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

no change
no change

W INCORPORATED

•

NO ILUSTESS CAN GIVE ADEQUATE *SERVICE WITHO
UT ADEQUATE EARNINGS.A.
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TIM LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Last Rites ljld
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For Jame

services Are Held

CLOTHING FOR SALE-All prewar quality and cut', virgin wool;
some little worn, for size 36 or
m
charge
minimu
2c per word,
smaller: four overcoats, three
Mrs. Mode Orr, 74, died last
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in PIANOS TUNED and REBUII.T by CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and boys' suits; one woman's winter Funeral services were held at
at the home of her son,
Flow-Huie
Thursday
DESIGNS
L
Sunlast
FUNERA
Church
Baptist
Budl Bone with the Harry Edcoat. See them at 106 Gatlin the Hazel
advance for each insertion.
at Cottage Grover.
Phone
Orr,
E.
et.
Ray
15th.Stre
South
33,
Mayer,
Shop.
a arils Piano Company, - Padu- er
building between 8:30 a.m. and 5 day for James Bluford
Orr had been ill
Mrs.
2.
tf
Route
who died September 28 at the
cah. 426 South Sixth Street. Tele- 479.
p.m.. except noon hour.
home of his stepmother, Mrs. Ella for about four months.
024p
4431
phiwie
NOTIt
PIANOS-New and used. Kimball,
Services were held at toe PasFOR SALE-'41 Studebaker Cham- Mayer, Hazel. Death resulted from
tucky Statutes. „Sections 11195 and
Starr. Wurlitzer; also new Spinett
two chall cemetery at 2:30 p.m. on
following a
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and We deliver free. Our tuner goes pion; good condition, fair tires. complications
Rev. Robins oflp week illness. He was a member September 27.
a report of Lucy Bell Smith. settleADDLNG MACHINES - Kirk A. anywhere -Harry Edwards, 426 S. Phone 531-J.
23rd / WANT TO BUY typewriters, addChurch. ficiated.
Baptist
the Hazel
of
tf
611.
NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- ment •Of -accounts was on the
Phone
Co.
&
Pool
Sixth street. Paducah. Kr, TeleA. B. ing machines, cc..sn leais"ars and
She is survived by a daughter,
SALE-40 acres rich level Services were conducted by Rev.
tucky Statutes. Sections 21195 and day of Sept.. 1946, filed by
03p FOR
same has used office furniture. - Kirk A.
phone 4431.
fiye J. H. Thurman.
shade;
G. W. Jones, Hazel; two son:,
and
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Mrs.
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the- Calloway Pool, 509 Main St., .or
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except
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complete
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and
Mrs.
rooms
by
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survived
wood
Maytr
filed to
tf resentative of Paducah will be in FOR SALE-White enamel
settlement of accounts was on 23rd- County Court and ordered
and D. L. Orr, Cottage
2,
tank:
septic
Route
pump;
F.
Mayer,
electric
Julius
tub;
er, two brothers,
s Any person
•
Murray each Thursday at the stove. Betty Washington - Pearl
day of Sept 1946,--trfed by -Everett be over for exception
S years, old:- outbuildings. Dyer, Tenn. arid John L Mayer, Grove; and one grandchild.
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Mere
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0111p
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Route
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Moore,
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barred.
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1
forever
SALE-M
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.
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Located on Highway 95 in Hardin, mile south of school on 16th St. arid Bluford Allbritten, Murray; Nance, Cecil Paschall, Carl Orr,
filed tii -he over fdr-exceptions. Any ness_my hand this- 4E3rd
County
P38 and German- Luger pistals. Free estimates given; all work Ky. 300 feet from high school and
lp and
person desiring to file any excep- 1946 By Lester Nanny.
two aunts, Mrs. Amanda Oman Paschall and Cain Nanse
Rt. 1. Murray, Ky.
• County. Also can use.- old . muzzle loading guaranteed. All calls made prevwere pallbearers.
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In excellent condition.
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this
if
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barred. Witness my hand
them to Lee's Service Station. ptly. For service call
Reasons for selling. made out of old cotton mattress berry, Claud Wilson, Ellis Sheieyearly.
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that
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way County.
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03p see.
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On Saturday night, October 5.
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site on
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lp erates in Arkansas, Kentucky, Murray. Good building
Phone 441
Hall
So. 13th St.
cemetery
Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi. road. Tract also contains 6 acres
bottom land and 1 1-2 acres timLOST-- Bundle of cheese in six Alabama. North Carolina. South
5-pound boxes Put in the wrong Carolina. Missouri. Virginia, Flor- ber: on REA line. Training School
Bro- ida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa. Louis- bits. milk and mail route; and
• 16 per cent DAIRY
car. near Clinic-Shroat
• LAYING MASH
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lp iana. Maryland, Michigan, New
FEED
Bell telephone- R .
thers
man, McCracken county 4-H club
lp
Jersey. New York. Ohio. Oklaho- 5. Murray.
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RENT-House
FOR
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Highway. See Conn Moore at STOCKMEN lp for is total of $525. much of which
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Murray and Paris Road
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101
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FOR
591-ar.
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collect.
Call
a
Street
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Ana
Third
cover
Ads
Want110 North
Vance. Murray. Ky., agent fbr Ky. each of good Lakeview farm and
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS'
multoOde of needs.
If timber land; on east side. See
"You Never Pay Mcre at Ross Feed Store"
Animal By -Products Co.
W. P Dulaney at Puryear. Tenn..
or write Harry Dulaney, 719 Elkmont Drive N E. Atlanta, Ga. lp
Murray Marble & Drantie Works
East Maple St near Depot Tele- FOR SALE-Heating stove. Charter
Oak, like new See it at Ledger &
phone 121 Porter White and L. D
if Times
Outland. Managers.

For Sale

Services Offered

ForiMrs. Mode Orr

iCLASSIFIED ADS

Wanted

Notices

so.

Detroit Team
Visits Murray

f

• Mooney Services
Held In Tennessee

7
ii

1,1

Miscellaneous

fi

For Rent

LOOK!

ay

L0010

Tr

Lost and Found

"Standard"

▪ fei
Mi
Pi.
ter

Pt'

Boggess Produce Co.

4-H Boy ,Finds
Pigs Profitable

BRAND FEEDS

I will offer for sale October 12,
NOTICE
1946, at 1 o'clock, the following (for cash):

WALTER KARNES

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Murray Live Stock Company

MONUMENTS

The Best N1arket in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Ov.ner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

1

SALES REPORT FOR OCT. 1. 1946
Total

796

head sold

N11. I V t•:11,
16.00

No. 2 Veals
Thr•,wouts

6.00- 15.00

17.4111
'
Good Quality Fat :-qeers 15.0014.00- 17.50

Baby Beeves
Fat Cow,

9.00- 13.51 i

Canners and Cutters

6.00-

Bulls

Milk Cows, per head

-

15.60

Hoy

9.50

$.00- 13.20

'

50.00-172.50

Imola

PLEASE BRING YOUR STOCK IN
BY 1:00 O'CLOCK

21==1110
.

POST WAR: As soon as available
we will have a complete line of
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance.
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas. Purdom Hardware, North
If
5th street
------ -UNWANTED ii A t it REMOVED
from face, arms, and legs by the
modern method of Electrolysis approved by physicians. This
method is permanent a n d painless. Cyrene Will,:irr.• R N Phone
S28
I62-W

Swarm's Grocery
24

PHONES

•

44,
Potatoes. lb.
39c '
10 'pounds
$2.110
100 Ibis large Cobblers
Sc and 7'.,c
Sss eel Potatoes. lb
484'
10-1b. bag Idaho Bakers
Cabbage. Michigan Fancy,
12.05
hard heads. 50 IDA
Kraut Cabbage. approximately
$1.911
50 pounds
7c
Home groan Turnips, lb
Apples. nu eel fancy Golden
10c
Delicious. lb.
"Stuffed -Up' Nose.Heodoefi•?
Bushel same $2 80. half hu El 30
70c
due .0..
Peck same
10c
Carrots. bunch
2,5c
lbs.
5
Onions.
S
COLD
I'll It'
11.1.1,1 ill your tnitirriuw „ COUR PREPARATION Flour-All White
37c
TABUN or U0111111 Swans Downs Cake Flour
starts ,o m ends
Omega Flour. 5 lbw.. 10 lbs., 25 lbs.
,001 C0000n. Teem wily asdirec••4
O.W. Special Silk Sifted
$1.85
Flour. 24 lbs. .
-s
25 lbs. guaranteed Self-Rising
S1.55
..
Flour
. $1.50
25 lbs. guaranteed Flour
25 lbs. Tasty Biscuit Flour in
81.85
print hag
Other brands Flour)
35c
Meal, Jersey Cream. 5 11111.
111.55
10 !be.. 65c: 25 lbs.
25e
Baking PON der. 2-1b. can
10c
10-oz. can
Starch is ScarceSc
Faultless. 6' oz. pkg.
10c
12-oz. package
Sc
Argo. 8-oz. pkg.
12c
Corn Starch
Soap..Gay1a Toilet Beauty- , bar Sc
7c
Grandpa's Tar Soap
10e
Laundry Soap. green
4,
Carolina Soap. bar
10c
3 for
Coffee-nevi price 10.,c up
lh 38,
Old price Delmont,.
38c
American Ace. glass
3itc
Monarch. glass
3ftc
Manhattan. glass
20c
.Log Cabin, paper. lb
38.
Canova. glass. lb
754Sorghum. quart
$2.40
Gallon
Honey. 5-1b. jar extra
$2.35
Dairy, Ky.
Quart jar ('omb Blackberry
$1.60
Blossom Honey ...
55c
Hoop Cheese, lb.
65t
American Cheese. lb.
Peanut Butter.
20c
Jane Good, 8 out
50e
16 oaf.. 35€; 24 OZPt.
6.5e
Johriaton'i. quart
. 75c
Peter Pan. quart
PAT CEILING PRICE for Side
Meat and lied.
45e
PAT in CAM for EGGS

Hargrove's GroceryAT FIVE POINTS

Now Open For Business
We Invite Our Friends and Neighbors
to Call On Us

Cabbage, Firm
Sc THE FLAVOR Of OUR COFFEE
Heads, lb.
AS YOU SURELY WILL AGREE
100-11). bag
$1.89 IS REALLY ONLY EQUALLED
Cabbage
Winesap Apples,
ElY THE FLAVOR OF
10c
pound
OUR TEA./
Bu. Cooking or Canning Apples $3.25
Onions,
39c
10-lb. bag
Idaho Potatoes,
59c
10-lb. bag
Lettuce lg. hds. 15c

NO. 2,2 CAN
IL
FRUIT COCKTA
NO. 2 CAN
RED PITTED
CHERRIES
NO. 2 CAN
WHITE CREAM STYLE
CORN
2
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
PORK & BEANS--`
NO.

needed
MY-T-FINE Pie and Puddings, no sugar
PITTED DATES, imported, 6-oz. pkg.
e
TEA, Tenderleaf, quarter-pound packag
COFFEE, Maxwell House, 1 pound
SUNSHINE CRACKERS, 1 -pound box
OATS, Quaker, Quick or Regular

ITLEPHONE 1162

ov.i.o..•

15c

10c
29c
31c
45c
14c
69c

$1.80
50c
35c
60c
95c

ET PRICE
EGGS WANTED ... Paying HIGHEST MARK

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
•

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

Telephone 130

Rudolph Thgurroui, Owner
OM,

•

.
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•
41.
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WE WILL HAVE SOME FRESH MEAT
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42`
43C
17

22c

MEAL, Murray Mill, 10 pounds
FLOUR, Jersey Cream White, 25 lbs.
FISH, Rosefish Fillets, pound
BOLOGNA and FRANKS, pound
sy.
CHEESE, American, pound
OYSTERS, Extra Select, pint
CAKES from JIM'S PASTRY SHOP

DAILY DELIVERY SERVICE
1-4.mollor
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Happy Valley Scouts Receive Various Thoroughbreds IV%
7.7
Awards at Court Held Here Monday To Ohio U
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The following Boy Scouts of
Happy Valley District were recipients of badges of rank and Merit
Badge certificates, and special recognition at the Court of Honor
held here Monday night at the
Woman's Club house, according to
Scouter A. B. Austin,. chairman
of the advancement committee,
and Scouter Everett Jones, acting
clerk of thu court:
Tenderfoot Badges—Troop 45,
James Glasgow; Troop 90. Eugene
Bailey and Don Fuqua.
Second Class • Badgcs- Troop 45,
0 B. Boone, Jimmie Thomasson;
Troop 66. Louis Ray Jackson and
Bobby Barnett.
First Class Badges—Troop 45. 0.
B. Boone; Trip 66, Darwin Lee,
Tommy Lassiter, Joe H. Wilson
and Charles Skaggs; Troop 90, Billy Jackson, Charlie Waldrop.
Star Badges—Troop 4a, John
Paul Butterwortn; Troop 90. Max
Bailey, Stanford Blalock, Billy
Jackson, Dan Shipley. Jack Mayfield.
Life Badge—Troop 90. Ralph
Morris.
Recognition for Eagle Badges__
Troop45. Clegg Austin, William
Smith. and Gene Guerin who has
finished his requirements but is
awaiting his .transfer,
from Detroit,
Mich.
Recognition for Bronze Palms—
Troop 45. Charles Tolley.
Troop 90 members received the
,4 following Merit Badge certificates:
Max Bailey--Reading. Carpentry,
Public Health. Leathercraft, Handicraft, Swimming. Personal Health;
Stanford
Blalock--Life
Saving.
Swimming, Personal Health. Carpentry. Autornobiling; Dan Shipley
Leathercraft, Handicraft,
Woodw(irk, Athletics, Carpentry,
Personal Health. Pathfinding. Birdstudy; Charlie Waldrop—,Reading,
Swimming. Personal Health, Handicraft; Pat Shackelford—Handicraft: Ralph Morris_Farm Machinery. Animal Industry. Safety.
Horsemanship. Rowing, Life Saving. Public Speaking: Jack Mayficd Rowing. Life Saving, Personal. Health: Billy
Jackson.
PublicHealth, Personal Health,
Pathfinding. Handicraft,
Swimming, Athletics. Safety
Members of Troop 66. Hardin.
received the followings Merit Badge
ourtifieattax. Tommy Lamiteut: LAM
Saving. Dairying, Swimming; Eugene Barnett
Swimming. Life

Saving: Charles Skaggs—Swimming, Life Saving Darwin Lae_
Swimming, Life Saving; Joe H.
Wilson—Swimming, Life Saving;
Louis
Ray Jackson--Swimming,
Life Saving.
Members - of Troop 45, Murray,
received
the
following
Merit
Badge certificates: Pat Elkins—
Rowing, Forestry, Wood Carving;
Wiliam Parker—Swimming; Chad
Stewart—Forestry, Wood Work,
Wood . Carving, Rowing; Gene
Hendon. Home Repairs; John Paul
Butterworth — Swimming, Life
Saving, Rowing, First Aid, Safety: Buddy Valentine --Life Saving.
Rowing, Swimming, First
Aid; Castle Parker—Angling, Automobiling, Chemistry: Bill Pogue
—Antling, Forestry, Wood Work;
0. B. Boone—Life Saving. Swimming. Rowing; Tom Lamb—Rowing, Life Saving; Donald' Tucker-Rowing,
Swimming;
James P.
Sykes—Rowing; James Bondurant
Weather, Bee
Keeping:
Bill Ferguson _Swim,ming; Charles Tolley— Weather;
Cless Austin_Angling, Farm Layout, Farm Home and Its Planning,
Camping, Cooking, Rowing.

- Swim ing,

Hazel P. T. A. News
The Hazel P. T. A. will meet
Thursday afternoon. October 10, at
3 o'clock for its second meeting of
the year. Mrs. Stark Erwin. president, will conduct the business
meeting and delegates for the fall
conference at Lynn Grove will be
elected.
Mrs. Paul Dailey, program chairman, and her committee have met
and mode out their programs for
the year based on the general
theme—"Laying Firm Foundations."
The topic for October is "Laying
Firm. Foundations for Health,"
which will be presented in a round
table discussion by parents and
teachers. The leaders in the chscusssion will be: for parents, ..Mrs.
Robert Taylor. Mrs Pat Thompson.
and Mrs - Porter Stubblefield; for
teachers. Misses Mudest, Brandon,
Anne' Walker and
Mrs. Dumas
Clanton
Assembly singing of "My Old
Kentucky Home." led by Carmen
Parks. and Mrs Olivene Erwin at
the piano, devotional by Mrs. ElJun... and a piano solo by
Carline Sanders will also be pre-

The Thoroughbreds of Murray
State College opened their 1946
football campaign
against -Ohio
University of Athens Friday with
27-7 defeat.
Playing before 7,000 fans under
a broiling sun. the Ohio U. Bobcats outclassed the Thoroughbreds
in the second half to come from
behind in a 7-0 county. The Breds
scored their only touchdown in
the sceond quarter when 'Tommy
Walker took a pass from quarterback Bill McClure and netted a
65 yard touchdown play.
Bill
Fink added the extra point by
placement.
Ohio U. started its first scoring
drive from its 48 and Quarterback
King Brady finally dove over
from the one-foot line to score.
Fullback Bill Hartman of Canal
Winchester plowed over from the
four yard line a few minutes Liter
for Ohio U.'s second touchdown.
Halfback Ed Sudnick converted
the second time.
Bobby Mills, Athens halfback,
made the Bobcats' third touchdown early in the fourth period.
skirting right end from the threeyard line. Sudnick failed to convert.
Mills scored the final touchdown, going around right end
from 10 yards out. Sudnick kicked the extra point.
Oblo U. 27
P.S.
Murray 7
Zednik
LE
Yokum
Kerns
LT
White
Thomas
LG
Witt
Trautwein
McKenzie
Warstler
RG
Taylor
Ruszkowski
RT
Brucchieri
Dietrich
RE
Dubia
Haylor
QB
McClure
Brady
LH
. Walker
Sayre
'RH
McDaniel
Hodona
FB
Gilbert
Score by periods:
Murray
0 7 0 0.—
Ohio
0 0 14 13—.27
Murray scoring: touchdown,
Walker. Point after touchdown,
Fink I placement ).
Ohio U. scoring: Touchdowns,
Brady. Hartman. Mills 2 Points
after touchdown. Sudnick 3 (placements).

Buchanan News

Utopia Club News

The Calloway County Utopia
Funeral services were 'held for
Mrs. Rupert Freeland at Buchanan Club met September 18 at the
Lynn Grove gymnasium with 23
Church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrel Ray and present.
sons spent Saturday night with
Carl Jones. district director, was
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton present and conducted folk games
and sons.
and music.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
S. V. Foy gave helpful hints to
and daughter shopped in Paris, the Yourig farme-rs
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and MPS. L.: A. Rowland and
Mrs. C. W. McClure is visiting Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Dyer were
in Murray.
welcomed as new members.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
Under the
direction
of Miss
children and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Rowland, the women will make
Sanders and daughters shopped in belts at their next meeting which
Paris Saturday afternoon.
will., be October 1-7 at Murray in
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton the assembly room of the A.A.A.
and sons visited Mr. and Mrs. )ffice.
Ofus Outland and son, Sunday.
All young men and women. 18
Mr. Johnnie Mooney was buried 'ears and over who are interested
at Mt Pleasant Monday.
In rural standards being improved
Mr Bud Lax has been sick.
and enjoy project work are espec—"Brownie"
I lally invited to attend.

Mayfield-Graves County Will Sponsor
Tobacco Festival On Novembq 15-16
The
Mayfield-Graves
County
Chamber of Commerce proudly
announces its sponsorship of a
giant Tobacco Festival to be held
in Mayfield on Friday and Saturday, November 15 and 16.
This event, the first of its kind
to be held in this, one of the foremost tobacco centers of the world,
is a celebration to commemorate
the opening of tobacco season. An
egtimated 30.000,000 pounds of tobacco will be ready for marketing in. the 11 counties participating in the Tobacco Festival. They
are:
Ballard, Carlisle. Calloway,
Fulton, Graves. Hickman, isitrshall and McCracken in Kentucky
and Henry. Obion and Weakley in
Tennessee.

' The merchants of Mayfield are
cooperating to give a hearty welcome to the Festival visitors,
Prizes amounting to hundreds of
dollars in isash and merchandise
win be awed.
Judging will be
divided into
three classifications as follows: 4H Clubs, Future Farmers and senior tobacco growers. Due to the
interest shown in past years by
young farmers-to-be, the number
of 4-H Clubs, Future Farmes entrants is expected to be large.
Beauty Pageant
Among the highlights of te
two-day leaf celebratign will
-the beauty pagvant and "the cro ning of the Queen of the Tobacco
Festival. The judges who presid-

ed at the Kentucky State - • Fair
Queen finals -will be on hand to
choose the Queen of the Tobacco
Festival from among 'the daughters- of the tobacco growers of the
11 counties participating. In addition to the honor and title, the
lucky young lady will receive
$10000 in cash.
Requirements of entrans in OA
Beauty. Queen Contest-- are that
their parents must be among the
tobacco growers of the 11 participating counties and they must
be h high school senior. They will
be the choice of their fellow students in local high school beauty
contests. Each of the winners will
be awarded a $10.00 prize by the
Tobacco Fest i v al Committee.
County Queens will be chosen
from among the local winners and
they will receive $25.00 • each.
From the 11 County Queens will
be chosen the Queen of the Tobacco Festival.

Please Read this Notice
of Request
For Increase in Telephone Rates
Your Telephone Company has found it imperative to
file application with the Kentucky Public Service
Commission for higher rates on local telephone service
and on most long distance calls within the state. This
action was taken because telephone earnings are
dangerously low and reasonable earnings are required
to furnish adequate service. We ask that You read this
message carefully so you will understand clearly why
increased telephone rates are necessary.

TOBACCO BARN BURNS
A large tobacco barn locat
the farm of Con Q. Wallis approximately one half mile north
of Farmington horned Tuesday.
October 1, at about 2 pm
Estimated loss was $5.000.

4

HIRE THE HANDICAPPED
Your telephone rate is low and it is the earnest desire of
your Telephone Company to keep it low.

duty, as your public servant, to report this condition to
you since it directly affects your telephone service. We
must.appeal to you for relief through the Kentucky Public
Service Commission, which regulates our rates.
The requested rate increase for local service would be
on a sliding scale depending on size of locality. Authority is also being asked for an increase of 5 cents on most
long distance calLs within the state.

While your rate has remained the same for many years,
the total cost of furnishing telephone service has steadily
gone up. Since 1939 our expenses for Kentucky operations
have increased 118 per cent, while revenue increased only
88 per cent.

Wage Rates Up $2,162,573

Residence Rate Held at Minimum

Much of the increase in expenses is represented by
wages, since wages make up the greater part of the cost
of furnishing telephone service. Wages have been raised
in keeping with national policies and the general trend
throughout the country. These wage increases were necessary to assure, through competent personnel, the provision of an adequate service+. Telephone wage rates in
Kentucky have been raised during the past 18 months by
$2,162,573 on an annual basis.
Since th• first of this year, 40,000 new telephones have
been installed in Kentucky, but 23,000 people are still
waiting for telephones. This demand forces us to uild
new facilities now, in the face of high costs. The colt of
erecting buildings has jumped 75 to 100 per cent; the
overall costal providing telephone facilities has advanced
45 to 60 per cent and the cost of telephone materials has
Increased 15 to 25 per cent. Despite these high costs, we
telephone folks—and there are 4,000 of us in Kentucky—
must continue to improve service generally, and to expand it. Our plans call for gross expenditures of approximately $35,000,000 for telephone construction in Kentucky during the next five years,

NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED WEEK

OCTOBER 6 TO 12
"HIRE THE HANDICAPPED - - IT'S GOOD BUSINESS"
YES, IT'S GOOD BUSINESS TO HIRE THE HANDICAPPED
WORKERS . . . War Veterans and Others . . . And many employers
have found it so. In fact, many employers have been hiring handicapped workers for many years without regard to the fact that their
workers are handicapped in some manner.

Today's high costs indicate a need for greater increases
than we are asking, but it is hoped the proposed new rates
will prove sufficient. In view of this, the increases requested on residential service were held to a minimum.
Your Telephone Company feels that it is to the best interest of every business man in Kentucky that residential
rates remain as low as possible.
The new rates we are asking represent an increase of
11 per cent of our total revenue in Kentucky. This is small
when compared with the increased costs of doing business.
In fact, even with the new rates, long-distance charges
generally would be lower than they were 21 years ago and
local service rates only slightly higher, while service has
been considerably extended and its value has been increased many times.
Southern Bell wants rates no higher than necessary
to furnish everyone with good service and expand it. The
proposed rates are the very minimum increases we can get
by on. In face of rising costs, they are very friodest.

Pay-Out Is Increasing Faster Than Take-In

PROPOSED NEW MONTHLY RATES

With the tremendous increase in the expenses of furnishing telephone service and with rates unchanged for years,
we have a difficult time making ends meet. So much so,
that today we find ourselves confronted with the lowest
earnings in our history in spite of a record volume of
business.

This proves that handicapped workers are showing their worth
each day as ordinary employees for thousands of American employers.

List Your Jobs With the Local USES Office

For Murray:

One party
Two party
Rural
Four party

No business can long continue to render service when
the amount paid out to provide that service is increasing
fastez than the amount taken in. Therefore, it is our

USE YOUR BANK

as"

Business
$5.00
$4.25
no change
no change

Residence
$2.50
no change
no change
no change

•••

BANK of MURRAY
• Big Enough

to Take Care of You

.INCORPORATED

• Small Enough to Re Aware of You

Member FDIC

130

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

NO

BUSINESS

CAN

GIVE

ADEQUATE

SERVICE

WITHOUT

ADEQUATE

EARNINGS
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yto DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
c
—0
THIS DIRECTORY is pubKentucky Bell's News
lished for your information - North Pork News
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements Several people from here at- Hello folks, here it is time for
tended- the singing at Hazel Sun- .me to be back with you and anappear on this page.
day and reported a good songfeq.

WATCH FOR THE OPENING
'OF THE

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

Belote-Gilbert Co.

GIRL SCOUT
NEWS

We Will Handle

Downyflake

Furniture, Appliances, Rugs,
and Stoves

DonUTS
sPa Tastily **mottling lo grove on. glow
ea. biatwaiiin node. DOWNYFLAKE Donuts
ore nch in honitit-to•goodness nouoihniont
-too. lik• dream donuts, too. The DOWNY.
?LAKE wochin• noiss 'as right before yea
and toil
SU THUS MADE Al...

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•
Call 383

SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
— For

Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug

PHO

efr

1

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
BY --

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
•.•

BOONE'S

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Murray, Ky.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Phone 456

THE NEW WAY
TO CLEAN
HOUSE

(SAN1;0)Ni

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carry on both
both f..lundry Alld ( if:Ming

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING
ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty

SUPERIOR

HALE SERVICE
STATION

Is your property infested with
termites? There's one sure way
of finding out without cost or
obligation. A TERM1NIX inspection of your property will
give you an accurate report on
its condition. Call today!

MURRAY LUMBE4 CO.
Phone 262

If It's ...
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets

WE DELIVER

i...o....o..•............
•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

—or--

Al Aelv•rlia•el mm.1
/
1
4411m

•

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

East highway

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

TERMINIX

•

Painting and
Decorating

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller
B. L. Ray

You Need

Telephone 16

C. M. CATHEY
367-J
201 North 12th St.
—1 I
,

•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

•

51$ West Main Street

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.

•

Murray Consumeri
Coal & Ice Co.

Phone 307-W

Telephone 64
We Deliver

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES

TB UNIT TO BE
IN MAYFIELD OCTOBER 1-12
----The Graves County Tuberculosis Association has completed
its schedule for the state tunercqlosos mobile x-ray unit which
will be in Mayfield and Graves
county from October 1 through
October 12.
MOBILE

1

Call

•

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn and
children. Mr. • and Mrs. Everette
Bucy. Mrs. Katie Simmons and
son, E. H. were in Mayfield last
Tuesday?
Mrs. Dessie Shekell is on the
sick list at this writing.
Mrs. Hatchett's mother of the
Hatchett's grocery is in the Clinic
very ill.
hope she will soon recover.
Mrs. Geo. Washburn was surprised to get a letter from her
daughter following a gift, a pressure cooker.
I was very sorry to hear of the
bad luck of Henry Rodgers while
he and his brother-in-law were
hunting. His brother-law accidently shot him while aiming at
a squirrel. He is improving now.
Arbrey Polly's son has started
a new home. We wish for him a
lot of luck,
•
Mrs. 2. 0. Reeves has four
sleepers from the College. They
are young veterans.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis ..Washburn
have purchased a warm morning
heater. I dorrt think they got it
too soon for Kentucky Bell's fire
has begun to burn.
—Kentucky Belle.

Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate
Veterina'rian
— OFFICE East Main St.. Phon%.

I

— RESIDENCE —

The',[Ledger.& Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"-

293 N. 16th St, Phone 560 It

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 645

PARKER

EUREKA
COMPLETE

HOME CLEANING
SYSTEM
If dusts, swoops, brushes, eon/edit moths, paints, and waxes
the kitchen floor(
It's the new,easy,quick and simple
way to keep your whole house
shining from attic to cellar. A complete Home Cleaning System, all
wrapped up in one package. It's '
wonderful' It's two kinds of cleaners and a complete set of de luxe
cleaning tools to do 101 jobs upstairs downstairs, all through the
knew!

WAXES TO01
Yes, it's a full-sire, power-driven
waxer, too, to put a professional
thine on hardwood and linoleum
Boors. See it today and find out
for yourself what
wonderful new
Available
freedom
means
Immediately
for you! it

ELECTRIC SERVICE
COMPANY
The REST Is Always CHEAPEST
505 MAIN ST.
PHONE 349
Ralph Wilcox
Ardath Canon
EUREKA. FARNSWORTH.
NORGE. MOTOROLA

Concord
Friday
High
chool
night.
Guthrie Osborn of near,
New Providence won first prize in
dancing.
Hue Warren of New
Concord won first prize for playing the guitar and singing.
Mrs. Lois. Wilson Freeland tied
in Detroit the past week and funeral and burial Was
Buchanan, Tenn.
..
Mr. and Mrs. Dui Pick will
farm With Mr. and Mrs. George,
Green next year and will live
near Alvie Grubbs where Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ellis resides.
The new ..higluierry -from Rudy
Hendons to the. McClure highway
was finished this past week.
"Hello Kentucky Belle' of Murray come soon and get you some
new molasses":
Mrs. James Raspberry and Mrs.
Plez Green were honored with a
stork show* this week.
Mrs.
James Raspberry is the former
Eva Lois Lassiter.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Guthrie Osborn
sold their -'farm to Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Williams and bought a 'farm
near Mrs. Maggie Burton.
Mr. Johnnie Mooney of near
Providence died a few days past
of
complications. Funeral
and
burial was at Mt. Pleasant, Tenn
The bereaved family has the deepest sympathy of friends and relatives in Maceodnia.
Erratic
Williams is suffering
from Phjured ribs and under a
doctor's care.
He was making
repairs to his car when the accident haprItned.—Ole Maid
-

The United States Civil Service
is now ofterin g examinations to
applicants for the position of substitute clerk-carrier, according to
Wesey Waldrop. secretary of the
U. S. Civil Service Board of Ex.
amination. Murray.
Further info...nation- =can--be•-obtained `by seeing Waldrop at the
Murray Post Office Building. Veterans will be giv•n preference
in appointment to these jobs.

•

HIRE A HANDICAPPED VET
Many handicaps are vocational
assets,/ For example, the welder
who' can do a 'hot job' without re.
ceiving shocks because he carries
his own insulating equipment in
the form of two artificial legs.
Place your job orders with the
United States Employment Service for qualified workers. "ITS
GOOD BUSINESS TO HIRE THE
HANDICAPPED'

REAL ESTATE
Good Bargains in the City
and in the Country
— SEE —

ROY HURT
Valley Land Agency
Phone 395-W
•

(NOUR SINCERE DESIRE
---=That vou may ieel you
have..a trusted friend bs
your Ade in your hour of
sorroui.

/COME IN AND LET ME

TEST YOUR _
WATCH,FREE!

tatI11
3ERVICE SINCE 1886
"Kxoe

RONALD V/ Ct-IURCHILL, OWN ER

PHONE 7— MURRAY, KY

."•:c"

piscussion

•

Make Reservations Early At

•

Mr. -and Mrs. Oman Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Frances Deering Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Tarkington's
infant soli died Septembtr 28. Funeral services were held at Paschall cemetery with Rev. T. W.
Carl officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key. arid
daughter spent the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr. Other
visitors to see Mrs. Orr Saturday
and Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Gliylon Morris, Gwinnaveto' and
Gaylon Holley Morris, Mr. and
Mrs. James Paschall and children.
Kathleen and Douglas, Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall and Lena
and Ethel Kuykendall.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
and Mrs. Ella Morris were in
Paris Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clcrris Wilson and
son. Jerre!, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key and daughter. Barbara, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Frances Deering.
Mr. and Mrg". Leonard Cook and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. , Clay
Cook Sunday.
Mrs. Jack Key visited Mrs. Nanale Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall Sunday.
/
t:r. and Mrs. Rudolph
Key
Dorothy Love Key. Mt. and MrDouClas Vandyke. Jerry Vandyke
Willodene Goforth. Mr. and MrHoward Morris visited at • Oddie .1
Morris' Monday
,niehl..t.U. see_ their
son. Chiyce. who arrived home
Monday. September 30, from over4a.s. Doyce has been in service
since February, 1945.
Mrs. Oman Paschall is staying a
few days with her sister, Mrs.
Glynn Orr.

Kentucky is represented by H.
B. Newland, director of the Division of Forestry, at the 24th annual meeting of the Association of
State Foresters in Centre Lovell,
-1.1--.1.W.-14.1.1--sat---Uls- wooded
arid historic White Mountains. October 2 to 4.
The state foresters will consider
problems of forest firer control
better forest managethent and
forest management and forest development in the wooded states.
of a Service program
Due to blight, the tomato crop
.for small timberland owners is
also on the agenda. This latter in Campbell county was only
subject is of increasing importance about a fourth as large as last
year.
due to the high
percentage of
American
woodlands in
small
ownerships. Four million private
owners, most of whom are farmers. own 273.000.000 acres of our
woodlands. more than three quarters of all privately owned forest
lands in the. United States.
Problems of cooperative fire
control, cooperative forest management, availability
of
planting
stock and other subjects will be
discussed.
peakers will include
Lyle F. Watts. chief of the U.S.
Forest Service R. E. McArdle, assistant chief .of the Forest Service:
Ovid Butler. executive director of
the American._ Forestry Association; Col. W. B. Greeley. chairman of trustees of the. American
Forest Products lrndustries Inc •
Henry Clepper, executive secretfiry of the Society of America!,
'Fiat-esters; R. M. Ross and C. B
Manifold Of the Soil Conservation
Service, and others.
The foresters will be welcomed
to Maine by Governor Horace A.
Hildreth.
Raymond E. Rendall.
Maine state forester, is in charge
of the meeting.

1214 West Main
Phone 375

BROOKS BUS LINE

a

Newland Represents
State At Forestry
Meeting In Maine

Store

01

TROOP 7
The Girl Scout Troop 7 met
Monday. September 30.
Those present from
Patrol- I
Barbara Asheraft, Julia Fuqua, Dixie Harp, Diane Hendricks,
and Ardath 'Boyd.
Patrol H was organized. The
new Scouts are Mary Ann Grant,
patrol leader. Latricia Sto-keg, Hilda Galloway, Debris Heater, and
Mary Ann Wolfson. All of these
new members have been Scouts
before except Debris Heater.
The "Scouts- are
planning an
overnight trip.
They are also
planning to heip in the Halloween
CarniVal which the Intermediate
Girl Scout Troop II is planning.
The meeting was closed with
the good night circle.
Ardath Boycl. Scribe
TROOP 6
The Girl Scout meeting was
held at the home of Peggy Turner
Thursday, September 26. Both
leaders were present. The leaders
passed out badges which the girls
had earned. After the short meeting, the girls went on a pike to
the Paris bridge. Each girl carried a lunch. The next meeting
will be held at the home of Betty
Sue Hutson.
—Frieda Jones, Scribe

other
new month, October
the
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke first.
and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Folks, ,Kentucky Belle and famHoward Morris Sunday.
ily moved Tuesday afternoon from
Mrs. Okla
Holley and
Mrs. Harrison Apartments to their new
Grace Orr visited Mrs. Glyn Orr borne on Thirteenth street. Yes,
Wednesday afternoon.
seem like beirig 4 home out on
Mrs. Maud Orr passed away Hazel Route 1 Good neighbors
Thursday morning. Funeral ser- and a fine place to rest.
vices were held at Paschall cemeMr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
tery Friday afternoon with Rev. and son. E. H., and their little
H. F. Robbins officiating.
granddaughter. Mary Ann Thorn,
Mrs. Lena Douglas, Mrs. Jae* and Mr. arid Mrs. Everett Bucy
Key and Mrs. Oman Paschall visit- attended the funeral of Johnnie
ed Mrs. Glynn Orr Saturday after- Mooney at Mt. Pleasant Monday
afternoon.
noon.

Blood River News I Post Office Jobs
Are.No
w Open Here
was held at
A fiddlers con
1--

L

W.iIIk Drug
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

All watches repaired here
are tested on the

COMBINATION STORM
AND SCREEN WINDOW

tch
Alaster
It tells us immediately

L

what is wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right.

when you take it

COMPARISON
WILL
PROVE

out.

Furches Jewelry
Store

The only double-hung, two-sliding sash
winter and summer window on
the market. Built as the best
house windows are built. With
screens mad* of esppor.
SEE THE BEST- BUY

THE BEST

Call or write for Fre* Estimate and Demonstration

L. E. HUGHES
302 South Sixth Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone -99-R

41.

ATTENTION

TAXI
SERVICE

Dodge Plymouth
Owners

• Experienced Drivers
• Safe Cars
• Prompt Service

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

• Courteous Treatment
AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

•

The Old Reliable

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

138
TAXI

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE
_

am...•rt.

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile

FIRE

Casualty

Telephone 331

Gatlin Building
Murray,V
Kentucky

"It Does Make a Differe• nce Who writes Your Ineuranceqv

_
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I idention of the convention. Lee ENTERS SCHOOL MEE
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
NEW STATE BUILDING
1
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
I
PLANNED AT FRANKFORT
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
CHURCH
H. A. West, Pastor
Donaldson is sectItary of the
Dan Smith. eon of Judge Ira
I
'
•
l
J. II. Thurman. Pastor
group.
D. Smith. Circuit Court Judge,
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The Ken9:30 a.m._Sunday School, Alvin.
First -Sunday ,2:0O p.m: Sund
Everyone is invited to come and and Mrs. Smith, Hopkinsville. enHarrell. superintendent.
! First Sunday. 10:00 a.m. Sunday School, Paul Newton, Suisse:intent! tucky 'Unemployment Compensa- bring your friends and don't for- rolled in college here last week.
on
exercising
in
ommiseion
Hlttion
Cunningham,
Morgan
Schaol,
1045 a.m.__Moening worship
cut. preaching at 3:00 p.m. 111
get your books, Mr. Billington He and his wife are residing in
i
Preaching -at 11:00
7:30- p.m.-:Evening worship
Third Sunday, Sunday School at September 27 an option to pur- , said.
the Will Huie home oat West Main
I perintendent.
7:00 p m._Cireep Meetings
am. and Saturday before at 2:00 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. chase- a site on Capitol Avenue
Street.
here for its new office building,
kr0.1
Tuesday
p.m.
and '6:30 p.m.
•
esine
Mr. Smith spent three years in
Willie Weave of Pulaski 'county
acquired the property for $3,500
2:30 p.m._W MS. at the Church I
bought 43 lambs east year, sheared the Navy, and has entered school
FIRST METHODIST CHURC'H Mt RRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
valuation,
its
than
less
appraised
Wednesday
KIRKSEN
major in law. Mrs.
T. H. Mullins. Jr., Minister'
Sixth and Maple Streets
Dr. H. A. Babb, executive direc- $4 worth of wool from each one with plans to
7:30 .m.-Mid-Week Prayer SerPastor
P. Blankenship,
CIRUTa.
Smith is employed as clerk-typist
per
and
'
sold
them
more
$6
for
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
tostated
tor
Commission,
the
of
vice and Bible Study
in the college.
head then the purchase price.
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
8:30 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
First Sunday-kiresey 11 a.m.; . beautiful chilly - day in old day.
a.m.
I
9:45
at
School
Bible
Trade.
of
The
Frankfort
11:00 am. Mottling Worship
Board
of
bit
Meeting
a
quite
had
We
Kentucky.
ble
3
Ground
p.m.;
Camp
Cole's
Worship with communion at
which had obtained the option on
5:00 p.m. Youth Choir Rereereal
frost Tuesday night.
, - Hebron 7:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m. Mt thodist Youth Fel- 10:50 Lem eed 7:00 pies
011ie Stone is in the'Clinic for a the property, named two real
CHURCH i Second Senday-Coltheater 11
PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST
Bible
Wednesday: Mid- week
estate dealers as appyaisors to fix
lewship
few days' teeaunent.
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
study at 7:00 pin. with cle,sce for
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Otis Thompson of 'Loa Angeles, valuation of the property. Ti:
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
7:30 p.m. Wedneeday. Pray c r all ages.
Calif.. and Mrs. Vera Crouch of appraisers declared the site to h.
9:45 a m. Sunday School
5.m.; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
Meeting
10:04. a.m. Miss Ella . Weihing's' Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11 St. Lows. Mo. visited Mr. and worth $23.500, but the option ws4...30 pan_ Toilette_ Vespers.
for $20,000 and the site was a( , AV CHURCH_
"
; FIRST- --e/lPig
Bible Cease-lee
eselbee-F-01e'e- Game Ground 6--paree Mea-lierdin Gate ,and faintly at..
TODAY and FRIDAY
Max B Hurt. Chairman Board of
quired for that amount.
Robert E. Jarman, Minister.
urday.
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
Stewards
oeis
building
new
the
of
Cost
Mr. and Mrs. Hitrdin Giles and
Sermon by pastor.
There is Church Scheel at each
E. B. Howton, Superintendent of 9:45 a in. Church School. W. B. 4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship of these churches at 10 a.m. every children and Tom Giles visited timated at $500.000.
Sunday School
Moser, superintendent. Classes 6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship Sunday. Your attendance is ap- in Erin. Tenn.. Sunday.
Van D. Valentine. Secretary of
for all age groups.
Mr. Toni Giles is visiting the COMMUNION SUNDAY
Wednesday. 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week preciated.
- Sunday School
.1,10:55 a.m. Morning Worship, serOCTOBER THE SIXTH
Giles family.
Prayer Meeting
- you'll "go notice"
Mrs. Shelby 7Iaddeil, MYF High
mon by the minister with speMrs. Myrtle Steele is working at
with four new hit songs
CHURCH
BAPTIST
HAZEL
School Counselor
▪
cial music each Sunday under
Goshen Methodist Church will
the college kitchen now.
St Leo's Catholic Church
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
. a hundred and four
George Ed Overbey, 5MYF Interthe direction of Merle T. Kes- •
world wide Commuion
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and observe
North Twelfth Street
new laughs and a
mediate Counse1o,i
ler. minister of mtenc.
Sunday School 10:00 - a.m. each Dot spent Sunday with Mrs. Add day with appropriate service next
--Mrs Robert Smith. MYF Junior 6.30 pen. C.Y F. Groups under
turvacious cutio who
11:00
the
at
6.
October
family.
and
Farris
Sunday,
SuperinSchool
Sunday
Services are held each Sunday Sunday.
Counselor
knows ALL th• angles!
the direction of 'Wis.' E. L
Mr. and Mrs. William Grubbs service.'
tendent, Paul Dailey.
•
as follopes:
!
Noel. Jr.. student director, and
Lynn Grove Methodist Church
Morning Worship at 11 a in, on and Mrs.' May Grubbs attended
Fust, third, and fifth Sundays
Mrs. A. B. Austin.
second and fourth second and fourth Sundays each the funeral for Mrs. Lois Free- will obscrve world wide Com7.30 p.m. Evening Worship with at 10 o'clock;
land at Buchanan Sunday after- "mullion day with appropriate sermonth.
NEED EXTRA CASH
Sundays at 6 o'clock.
sermon by the minister.
vice next Sunday, October 6, at
Evening Sernce at 7:45 on see- noon.
•
Uncle Johnny Mooney was buried 3 p.m.
A.
CHURCH and and fourth Sundays.
VALLEY
f
PLEASAN
I
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The public is invited to attend
Training Unions each Sunday at at Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.. Monday
OF CHRIST
Braxton B Sewyer, Pastor
these services.
5:30 p.m. LaymIn White, director. afternoons_
Henry Hargis, Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons
W.111.U., G.A.. R.A. meets on
Miss Pelee Small. Church Sec.
Sunday School at 10:30 a.m. ex- Wednesday following second and were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. SINGING CONVENTION
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
and Mrs. Geo. Linville and grand- AT KIRKSEY GYMNASIUM
fourth Sundays.
cept fourth Sunday. 1:30 p.m.
Secretary. Phone 75
son. Miss Norma Simmons. Miss
services each second
Preaching
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Edna Smith and Bobby Joe were
The Calloway County singing
at 11 am.
Sunday
CHURCH
BAPTIST
HARDIN
Superintendent
Sunday afternoon callers.
convention will be held at the
each fourth
services
Preaching
Pastor
Stringer.
John
Ronald Churchill. T. U. Director
Miss Dot Linville was Sunday Kirksey High School auditorium
p.m.
Ire. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres. Sunday at 2:30
eresso'
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sunday. October 13. at 1:15 p.m.
Ed Ross, Church Secretary
Morning
Hardy Miller and family.
- Several good singers have prom9.30 a.m.' IIAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST Miss Martha Miller, Sunday School
L
Sunday School
If you find sourself short t
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and ised to be there and this promises
CHURCH
Secretery,
others
mans
as
a.m.
10:45
do
cash,
worship
Morning
needed
eon
EXAROS
RALPH
we
convention
visited
best
have
tht
be
to
Mrs.
Nellie
Oliver
A. G. Childers. Pastor,
Homer Laseiter, Sundey...‘eSehool Sunday.
have &treads done this fall .
Evening.
_had in several years, as we will
afternoon.
WADE
RUSSELL
Superintendent
sou
moors
call on us for the
Training Union ____.____ 6.45 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele and have the large Kirksey gymnasium
South Pleasant Grove
. Morning
need. Loans to both men aid
8:00 pm.
Evening worship son visited Mrs. Ella Evans Sun- to accommodate the crowd, acHub
a.m.
10.00
at
PLUS:
School
Sunday
a.m.
10:00
women are fraae refuels
Sunday School
Prayer meeting. Wed. _. 8:00 p m
day.
cording to Owen Billington, presErwin, superintendent.
11:00 a.m.
Vodvil Short Subject
here. Monthis repasment term,
Morning Worship
0•••• 114•••Mi•5, 0•••
Worship Service at 11.e0 a.m.,
Evening
to fit .sour requirement,. Ag
is. Island*
Cartoon and the
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE '
-••••I *army ••••• m•••••
ph in p.c4s nor Fe phone
Prayer Meeting. Wed. .__ 7:30 p.m
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERL1N first- ari-d theed Sundays.
LATEST FOX NEWS
In.
•••• I.••••••
sing ••••ti
Hazel Church
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
CHURCH
James
am..
10
at
School
Sunday.
Clarence F. Smith, Pastor
E. Underwood, Superietendc_nt.
COLD- WATER CHURCH OF
SATURDAY ONLY
Suedey School, 10 a.m
• Woiship Service at 11:00 a.m..
CHRIST
Worship 'Service. 11 a.m.
P.m.
*00
second Sunday. and at
Merritt Youngblood. Minister
second and fourth Sundays.
Loan Co•To•ra.tion ' Christian Endeavor. 7 p.m.
Worship Service, 8 pen.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
Church School each Lord's Dze.
DRAMA..
'
Prayer Meeting each WednesMasons Chapel
et 10:00 a.m.
day evening 8 pm
first
SUSPENSF
a.m.,
10:00
at
School
Sunday
506 West Main Street
Preaching: Second and Four'II
We will appreciate your pres- •
third and fourth SundaYs, and at
SI \s FION
IFIRILIN
Sunday at 11:00 am.
ene
PHONE 1120)
Willie
Sunday.
2.00 pm. second
Winter will soon be here, so you will be wise if
Craig. superintendent.
ALMO CIRCUIT
--SeteleeettelT1/13-- -Ben.
'
PASUIT
Putnam.
R.
L.
you have your car put in good
feu:eh Suntiay. and at 3:00 pm
seconci Sun/day.
condition now
First Sunday-Tempie Hill. Sun10:DO o'clock each Sue
School
day
CHURCH'
...in a pulsating
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
lay; church services 11.00 and InBRING IT TOW. B. Cone, Pastor
story of jealousy
dependence 2:45.
Second Sunday __Russells Chapel
and late behind
I••••• •
Sunday Schou: at 10:00-e in each
SanI•LCON i••
Well.s. superu.tend- Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each
Seeday.
prison bars!
der#church services. 11:00 a.m.
ent.
Third Sunday-Broolcs Chapel
Morning :No:ship at 11:00 am
Ray Buckingham
S. 9th ansk Sycamore
Sunday School 10:15 each 'Sunday
each Sunday.
am.
11
services
church
Training Union at 6.00 p rr. each
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill
Sundity. Alfred Williams d:rectoe
PLUS:
Evening Wership at 7.00 pen. Church services 11.:00 am Bethel
Suneach
11:00
__Sunday School
,
eech Surtre'ey.
EDGAR KENNEDY
. meets every F. !Id and day, and church services 2:43 p.m ISPECIAL DOUBLE-00TV
MUW.
COMEDY and
foe: th W.- dnesday at 2.00 1.m.
NOSE DROPS
CARTOON
meet
•IISIMIA
Sunbeams
BAPTIST
OAK GROVE
RA's. G.A.'s. and
NE
RTS • CHRISM,.
CHUR('II
on second and fourth Wedr.esday
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
nights.
SUNDAY and MONDAY
•
a little
Scr lase) Yee.
handydm••10
Vaa e_er.
10,-trt. Its a spe- and use it tie instant it is needSerene Sunda'" 10:00 a m SunREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!
ed. Follow directions In the
cialized medication that1 day School. Jas. H. Foster. Super_
P/13 NE'/Vige#
VQuickly Relieves sneeze.sniffle. package.
.1111.6111111e_ilMlIcAllallinCilliMMILIMINTINNE211, . intendent Preaching at 11:00 a.m
stuffy distress
aleclaSaturaey before at 2.00 p Fn.
I,
of head cc Ids.Slakes breathing easier.
l'vo got to hit '
unit Sunday, Sunday School
'
many colds from
a
in
I'm
back!
VHelpsPrevent
'at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00
---developing if used
dark corns,...
i...,at the first warning snifie or sneeze.
and I'm cornSUGAR (REEK CHURCH
ing out blasting!'
Baron Richerson. Pastor
IOU
A Friendly Welcome Awaits \
Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun! day night at 7:30 o'clock.
aid
on are able Ltii tad NvIat N Oil
It is arrangf-d so that
I . Robert Owen is superintendent
I
N•• STIVINS
; of Sunday School held every SunciuiclA,' and easily. Just walk in the door and all our stock
awl Sm. -e‘.
day at 10.00 o'clock 4
iiiis•view.
B.T.U. every nurenly night 'at
6.30. Clifton McNeely director, and
MOONLITE DANCE
•
preaching following B.T.U.
EXCURSION
All Steel • Gloss Enclosed
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
A Few of Our item
---o'clock.
7:00
.et
night
LAST BOAT-RIDE THIS YEAR!
r"-W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
- COAL anJ WOOD STOVES
TABLE LAMPS
1.30 pm. after the first and third
MAGAZINE RACKS
DINNER SE1S'
Sunday each month.
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VISIT YOUR NEW HARDWARE STORE

Island
Queen

PADUCAH, KY...---THURS., OCT. 10

PRESSURE.COOKAAS
ENAMEL WARE
-ALUMINUM WAR'
FUEL OIL HEATERS

Hand \'.44 LWIII:Clearif•rs

LIU\

FISH BAIT A SPECIALTY

•
.1••

•

OUR . PERSIONNEI.
.'fAlt I ,
.1, %V. HALL
IltI.V.1.111.1.\

II.

Quality

Gt)olerator Refrigerators

p!, •
Universal Appliances

IOC

SPRING

cliumcii

MIRE MI
CHUB WEH
WIRIAM 19011
Mitll1( STEVENS

DARK
CORNER
PLUS:

NEUT_MINsu iil toNtio

1
.
GO

Tiles lachrIel In all farts

654

-M1111111•1111.0

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Advance Tickets at:
PADUCAH

GILBERT-lit NNETT DIU t. :110Rt
4th and Broadway - 6th and Broaduak
-

JUST ARRIVED • • •

BAPTIST

Limited quantity of CYANAMID for preparation of your
fall. First come, first serve basis.
plant bed .14iim.
• JEROME KERN'S

--- ALSO IN STOCK

NTENNIAL

FERTILIZERS
4-12-4 :
2-1'2-6..
47 per cent' PhoAphate
knmonium Nitrate

•

JUNK CNN MR ROE • IAA BARKELL
r.
WILLIAM EYNE WALTER BRENNAN

FEEDS
IS and 20 per cent LAVING MASH
STARTING and GROWING MASH
COARSE SCRATCH
DOG FOOD

PLUS:
"ROD and GUN
IN CANADA"

AIORRTS, Managcr
11.

•
'entereateeetee

ta-

•

•
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•
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"CATNIPPED" and
LATEST FOX NEWS

SERVICE
PEOPLE at Boat

Calloway County Soil ImpiGvement Assn.

AmEmcimomic:ammowinom,imms mm.c smamiemilimig.
s
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FARE AT BOAT $12.5

I' .k.blinc, il.00
.
7i per cent DAIRY" I EF:1)
.din,. ^
per sent WAIRE FEED
: Sfincley: Olive. 11:00 a gel
•
per rent PORK MAKER
1,14111ifttee,‘, 3.00
• 16 per tent PH; and HOG
Third Stinday, at Hardin 11:00
m
am; Palestine. 3
;e'er, 10:00
Fseirth ,S1:Mtesse
tnd UniSn Ridge. 11:15 a.m. A. %V.
Everynne is "Red.,
e
•

TELEPHONE 575
--I\ I

ISO em• PN

HARDIN (- lite'lle
Henry emith, Pastor

Merchandise Priced Right

JLAST MAIN STREET

ADVANCE
TICKETS

M M. Hampton, pastor
_
10:00 am. Sunday School. %elvester Paschall,. superintendent. ,
11:00 am: Preaching 'Service
6:00 pm. B.T.U. L. D. Warren,
directer.
f•IVI
m. Preaching Service

-

r

DANCING
FREE

-

YOU WILL ALWAYS-FIND A PARKING PLACL-IN FRONT OF OUR
•
STORE, COMPLETELY OFF THE STREET

ECONOMY. HARDWARE & SUPPLIES

Sponsored by American Legion-Chief Paduke Post No. 31
Leaving Time-PADUCAH-9:00 P. M.

-‘'es MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
_
Sundeye-Croehen 11 a-SB.;
1 1:
Lynn Grove 3 pm.
Secend Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 a.m.; Naw Hope 3 p.m.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
'Goshen 3 p.m.
i'ourth Sunday-Sulpher Spring*
9:45 a in ; /Ow Hope 11:00 a.m.:
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
1•'ifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
11 in.
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BLUE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road
•

Vets Do Not. Lose
"Shade
Tree".Money
This column is published weekly
through the cooperation of this On Temporary Jobs
paper. Questions should
mailed
Veterans' Corner

HAZEL NEWS

Have them

SANITONE CLEANED
/Vow!
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,
,.."Mrver

—
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WARNING

TO ALL CAR OWNERS!

Br:

THE TRULY PLEASANT DRIVING
WEATHER IS JUST AHEAD

IF YOU CAN'T PAY FOR ACCIDENTS
YOU MAY LOSE YOUR RIGHT
TO DRIVE!

The minute you have an automobile accident in which
person is injured or killed, or property damage exceeding $50 occurs, you will corife face td face with loss
of your driving rights, under the new Kentucky Motorists'
Safety-Responsibility Law which takes effect January 1,
1947. This law requires that any driver or owner of a car
involved in an accident must show that he has Automobile' Liability and Property Damage insurance to Oyer
the damage claims that may result, or he must post secuTity up to S11;000 to pay them.

Honest Representation
for ALL the people

any

VOTE NOV. 5th FOR

NOT TOO HOT. . . NOT TOO COLD

DRIVE IN!

Inability to meet these requirements will be penalized by
suspension of the driving license and car registrations held by the defaulting party
DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHT TO DRIVE!

AND LET US PREPARE YOUR CAR FOR SOME
OF THE MOST DELIGHTFUL DRIVING
OF TI4E YEAR
Often

An Automobile Liability Policy in the Strong Stock
companies represented by this agen-cy satisfies all requirements 91 the new law.
Let us give you further details about the new Kentucky Motorists' Safety-Responsibility Law without
obligation.

Seven Days a Week : 24-Hour Wrecker Service

STANDARD PRODUCTS

See Us Before You Buy Your Automobile Insurance

•
JUDGE

Munday's Service Station
Red Willoughby

BENTON ROAD
Rudy Barnett

JOHN S. COOPER
•

Insurance Agents
:
Gatlin Building
FIRE : CASUALTY : AUTO -
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NEW STATE BUILDING
ElaaNNED AT FRANKFORT

BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
J. II. Thurman. Pa.star

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURl'H
.I. II. ihurnian. Pastor

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. A. %Vest, Pastor
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Ray Buckingham
S. 9th and Sycamore
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday.
each Sunday.
am.
11
services
..hurch
pm.each
600
at
Traaang Union
Fisinth Sunday _ Temple Hill
Sande:: Alfred Willi:a-a carecter
PLUS:
Beihel
Es. nin.; 'iVi..r>h:p at 7 GO pm Church services 11:00 am
Suneach
11:00
School
-Sanctity
2zich .S.•:rer! ty
EDGAR KENNEDY
. j and day. and church services 2:45 p.m
WU rneuts cv. y
SPECIAL DOUBLE -DU T
COMEDY and
m
dne-U” .it '2 00
NOSE DROPS
CARTOON
155'S
meet
%111610414
S.1:.ti.c-rr.
..r,d
BAPTIST
GROVE
s.
A
OAK
G
A
ROBERTS • CHRISTINE
CHL'R('II
cn second and sourth Wednesday
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
•
SUNDAY and MONDAY
5..
So keep V&-tio-nol handlarikes. pa: . _
.1-.
a a-t.u-r. ..n .4( I'l noiitril. It S a Spe- and use it the instant it is need: S. cr..n.i Sunday. 10:00 a.m SunIteAD THE ( lea -ea
cialized medication thated. Follow directions in the
day Schwa, Jas. H. Foster. Super404/6413111/11100Y A0/1•8
smagese.nem, : .r1. ncii•r.t Preaching at 11:00 a.rn I/Quickly Relieves sateeala srafka packae;c
-atiran'animing—
emmoi
stuffy distress
l and Saturoay before at 2.00 p in.
of head ccads. Makes breathing easter.
rve got to hit
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
VICIL0
1,
7
many colds from
bock! I'm in
I/HelpsPrevent
a 10:00 a.m. Preaching at •11:00
--developing U Used
dark corner...
..at the first warning grade or sneeze.
\
VA1110-11110L
and I'm comcnilacri
citEric
sUGAR
out blasting!"
ing
Pastor
Boron Kichersom

re

t 0

Murray Route

V

TR

Dan Smith. son of Judge Ira
D. Smith, Circuit Court Judge,
and Mrs. Smith, Hopkinsville, enrolled in college here last week.
i
:
He and his wife are residitytai
the Will lithe home on Weal
Street.
- Smith spent three years in
Mr. .
the Navy, and has entered school
with plans to major in law. Mrs.
Smith is employed as clerk-typist
in the college.
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HAVE YOUR CAR

Intersiale

REPAIRED
NOW

i

Saturday and

CAPITOL

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

611111$IMYF

Woths When
Most Colds Start/

E
s

DIG

111

VISIT YOUR NEW HARDWARE STORE
A Friendly Welcome Awaits You

-—
Preaching every aSuriday morn; ing at -11:00 o'clock and, on Sun..., . day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Hubert Owen is superintendent
,
' . of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10.00 o'clock
'TIT U every atinaay night ,at
I
6.31k Clifton McNeely director, and
. preaching following B.T.U.
:,..1 Prayer meeting every Wednesday
I night at 7:00 o'clock.
.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
thifd
and
first
. 1.30 p int after the
;
I Sunday each month.

Island
Queen

,I.

It is arrange-d st

that you are able:

jukklv and easily.

to

find what Nod I.V.t1,t

Just walk in the door and all!, trur sttick

is in view.

•

- A Few of Our Items

-

COAL and WOOD STOVES •
MAGAZINE RACKS
END TABLES
STOVE PIPES
FIELD FENCE
FISHING EQUIPMENT

TABLE LAMPS
DINNER SETS
PRESSURE COOKERS
ENAMEL WARE
ALUMINUM-WARE
FUEL OIL HEATERS'

1

-

OUR PERSONNEL
li

I) • thAtitl
2'.,f I, 1:--.Tr).•,
'I%

. .Mliii.....\!A RI41. 's i iii,r.:: ,
2 1.1.
1
' .k. W.' 11,/
_ ,
i 1:1,N- A -.1 H.\ .\: -

ROINI OF OUR
YOU WILI. ALWAYS FIND A PARKING PLACE IN F.
STORE, COMPLETELY OFF THE STREET

•

ECONOMY HARDWARE & 'SUPPLIES
Quality Merchandise Priced R.i.itht

e

.

EAST MAIN STREET. •

-

I I;

TELEPIIONL

575

1
1

I

I

1

A •

Coolerator Refrigetators

Universal Appliances

Almme:aimmos.:••••▪ k_immic
'•
„,111

•

•

'

SPICING BAPTIST
C II U R('II
M --M: lIamptan, pastar

l0:Oqai; Sunday Schoolrl %Ovallt•r Pascliala superintendent.
11:00 a m. Preaching Service
Warren,
6:00 pm. 13.T.U. .L.
director.
7:00 pm. Preaching Sarvice
_

I. '' '-4,:' (.I.4:.

All Steel • Glass Enclosed

PADUCAH, KY. — THURS., OCT. 10
Sponsored by American Legion—Chief Paduke Post No. 31
Leaving Time—PADUCH-9:00 P. M.

-

SINKING

11.utuiN
Henry Smith, Pastor

UWE NI
WHIM EBB,
.WILLIAM BENIN
MAR STEVENS

LAST BOAT-RIDE THIS YEAR!

DANCING
FREE

First Sundayinshen 11' sem:
Larm Grove 3 p.m.
Seccnd Sunday-Martins Chapma
a,
11 a ma New 11opes3 pm.
,
. 1 Taard Sunday.aaLyssn Grove 11 sem.
- . .
;
Goshen 3 ip.m.
•••••Fourth Suriday-Sulpher Swing!
9.45 a in : New Hope 11:0,0 a.m.;
Martins Chapel 3 pen
I
I Fifth Sunday a- Sulpher Springs
11 ratan.

Vacuum

FISH BAIT A SPECIALTY

MURRAY CIRCEIT
C s A. Riggs, Pastor

MOONWE DANCE
EXCURSION

ADVANCE pg I FARE AT BOAT $12.5
TICKETS qi
1110.• Is,•1 I.
1111,

Niles Inchelel in all

F11114

TT% IMF

Re • STIION%
n6110 SM.6166`OP

WARK
CORNER
PLUS:
"CATNIPPED" and
LATEST FOX NEWS

TUESDAY ant WEDNESDAY

65

SERVICE
PEOPLE at Boot

Get Advance Tickets at:
PArDUCAH
SIORI (.11,BER I -111..NNE1T DRI
1th and Broacksa% — iiih .ind Broadssa,

JUST

•
1.irnit ,-;(1 quantity ot CYANAMID for preparation olk-your
1,1.;:t 1)&1 thislall. First come, first serve basis..
-- ALSO IN STOCK

--

FERTILIZERS

a.
•

2-12-6 : 4-12-4 : :1-9-6
. etnt Pholohate•
47 [ie.!
Ammonium Nitrate
FEEDS

4:3?-___ - -

,
TECHNIC0104'

JEANNE CRAIN • CORM WIER • RNEIA DARNELL
W111101 [YT[ • WAllER BRENNAN

•

18 and 20 per cent LAYING MASH
per tent 11'URI I 1,E1r
4.., If :din '7
STARTING and GROWING MASH 4
Per tent DAIRY FERB
Sail .y: olive. 11:
S
. COARSE SCRATCH
• pet -tent PORK, MAKER
1 - 1,iii,r, Ridge, 3.00 pm
DOG 10040
Ifi per rni PIG and HOG
6
Third Sundays i al Hardin 11:
.
,., ne.,Pa It sane, 3 4..iril
Fourth --Sund..y: 1), ...',,,I, , 10:00
illoway County Soil ImPovement Assn.
tin, and. Union }Op" 11 15 a.rii,
A. W. MORRIS, Manager
1 Everyone is inVited.

.,..,„,„..

Fi

•

91/1
---••••••missawer-±tosa,..
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--rer—rr--em"swkriwo"ssftmikoot‘."!‘"rmrTkil.••
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7 14441111464‘40641111
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.tkg Teachers Say
Good Housekeeping
Stops Farm Fires

Gasolinp and petroleum pror*
ducts.
Matches and smoking.
Spontaneous ignition.
Stoves, furnaces and their pipes.
--------ir
Hot ashes and coals.
The agriculture teachers of the
Grass fires in lance rows and
41loway County Chapters, Future
grounding of metal roofs on farm
flamers of America, have this to
buildings,
say regarding the program of National
Fire
Prevention
Week
Gasoline Dangerous
which will be observed October
Not a small part of this fire loss
6-12. "The Kentacky Association,
is attributable to the improper and
Fuutre Farmers of America. with
carelgs
s use of gaioline and other
chapters all over the State of
petroleum products. Quickening
Kentucky, will be definitely actfires with kerosene exacts a heavy
ive in their counties with' an intoll in human life and home dry
teresting program that will save
cleaning takes the lives of 800
rural property and lives."
mothers every
- - Ilikaa 811181i* --a -clean house selInstall "No Smoking" signs and
dom burns," is equally ,applicable
observe them, particularly in the
to farm buildings.
barn. Install hay dryers in mows
.
The teachers of agriculture in or otherwise ventilate hay as freeCalloway County are Bobbie Gro- ly as possible immediately
after
gan, Murray
Training School; storage. Burn oily rags and mops
Milton Walston. Almo; Carmen Immediately or place
them
in
Parks, Hazel; J. H. Walston, Kirk- closed metal receptacles.
sey; and Hilton Williams, Lynn
See that stoves age placed a safe
Grove.
.
distance from the walls and keep
National Fire Protection Associthe furnace room clean. Deposit
ation statistics show that about
hot coals and ashes in metal cans
two million dollars of farm and
and never in wooden ar paper
rural property was destroyed by
containers.
fire - laat year, grim testimony to
Farm fire protection consists of
the fact that farm folks in general
rigid observance of simple precaudon't
know the
primary
retions, and the members of the
quisite
for
fire
safely_good
Kentucky Association, Future Farhousekeeping,
mers of America, want to bring
i It's as simple as that.
4
Perhaps 85 per cent of all farm this story to your attention.
.fire losses originate from the following sources, listed in the order
Tobacco so high it was necesof their importance:
sary to cut the stalks in half to
.
a
Defective chimneys and flues.
hang them, and with 25 to 30 leaves
alOA Lightning.
to the stalk, were reported from
Sparks or? roof.
Livingston county.

Veterans' Corner

TIM

RAY KENTUCKY

Vets Do Not Lose
"Shade Tree" Money
On Temporary Jobs

PAGE

HAZEL NEWS

SANITONE CLEANED

/Yaw!

ifILIE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road
•
SANDWICHES
•
-ALWAYS A GOOD CUP
OF COFFEE"
•

Boone Cleaners

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
BF DYERS AND CLEANERS

Hunter Love Photo
Gets Certificate

HAMBURGERS A
SPECIALTY

rrvE

sider," Dr. Babb added, "is that if
'FORMER MURRAYAN IS
FIDDLERS CONTEST AT
any work week his earnings are
OVERING IN MICHIGAN
KIRKSEY HIGH SCHOOL
•
such
that
he
does not desire to
This column IS-published weekly
wford
McClure,
former
resiA fiddlers contest will be staged
Mr.
file
and
Mrs. Porter White,
a claim for jobless benefits,
through the cooperation of,, Ihis
Kirkssy
High
School
he has saved that week for inclus- *burn White and their mother. dent of Calloway County, is now at
on
paper. Questions should be mailed
ion in his total benefit period. In Mrs. Amanda White, attended the In the Henry Ford hospital .at Friday, October 11, at 7:30 p.m.
to the Veterans Employment RepA reminder to all veterans ahat'
Melvindale
, Mich., where he 're- The program, sponsored by the
Other words, to use a supposi- funeral of J. B. Mayer at the
resentative, United States Employ- they' may interrupt jobless benemajor operation. high school, is for the school benetionol case, let us say a veteran as Hazel
Baptist
church
Sunday cently had a
ment Service, Mayfield, Ky.
fit payments by taking temporary
Mrs. McClure reports that he is fit.
entitled by reason of his length of afternoon.
employment and piak up' payrecovering rapidly.
service to 52 weeks of unemployQ. Another Veteran and I have
Mr. and Mrs. Bluff Allbritten's
In addition to contests among
ments again should they become
Mr. and Mrs. McClure now live local fiddlers, the program will inment benefits.
designed a device which we wish
and
son
wife
of
near
Murray
atunemployed-- without losing any
to manufacture and patent. We
clude a variety of other events.
"He applies for and
receives tended the funeral • of Mr. All- in Melvindale.
benefit rights—and a suggestion
believe there will be ready sale
nejahew, J. B. Mayer,
that minor benefits of a few dol- benefit payments, say, for four' britten's
for this item.
We have asked lars weekly
accruing from cas- weeks. At the end of that time Standay.
four banks for Government guarMr. and Mrs. Elmer Ramon of
ual-employment status be left un- he accepts temporary employanteed loans to enable us to get
claimed were issued today by Dr. ment during which his earnings Columbus, 0., have returned home
started in business and have been
H. A. Babb, executieie director of are streh that he doesn't care to after spending two. weeks with
refused because we do not have the
K entucky Unemployment file any claim for supplementary Mr. and Mrs. O. T. Weatherford
any collateral. If the.- Government
benefits."
and family.
Compensation Commission.
is wilhng to gitaaantee loans for
"Let's assume he works for four
Expressing a belief that unfaGregg Miller of Murray was in
Veteran are banks not required
miliarity with these phases of the weeks, is laid off and again finds Hazel Sunday to visit his parents.
to grant the loans
veterans* program is an important himself without employment. If Mr. arid Mrs. Billie Mialer.
A. Banks are not required to factor in the choice of many ex- he meets all other requirements.
111%
Mrs. H. I. Neely and sister, Mrs.
he is again eligible for veterans'
make loans to Veterans. Neither servicemen of benefits over
temuntmployment benefits for a total 0. B. Turnbow and Miss Eva
are they required to give any rea- porary employment, Dr. Babb
dePerry ,are in Nashville, a few days
son for refusal.
The decision clared that a prevalent belief of of 48 weeks—which is the differthia". week visiting Mrs. 0. L.
ence between the number
whether to grant loans is left to veterans that to accept
of
temporary
weeks he drew benefits and his Peeler and family.
the lending agencies. If they are employment would cut
them off
A number of Dyer, Tenn., friends
total benefit period as fixed by
satisfied the Veteran is a good from further benefit
claims is
of Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mayer athis length of service."
risk or that any real estate he de- keeping mhny of them from
jobs
The director stated a belief that tended the funeral of their brothsires to buy is a good deal, they available now.
er, J. B. Mayer at Hazel Sunday
can and usually will make the
"There is nothing further from many veterans would now be employed in seasonal or temporary aft'_rnoon.
loan. The Veterans Administration fact than this impression held
by
Mrs. John McLeod spent one
work if the above regulations were
only guarantees repayment of a ex -servicemen," Dr.
Babb said.
day last week in Crossland.- Ky.,
generally known and understood.
portion of the loan after the lend- Under provisions of the
veterans'
as guest of Mrs. Lola Miller who
Violaters Are Convicted
er has exercised his business and readjustment allowance
program,
Turning to results of a current' is
financial judgment and has de- a veteran is entiteld to
as many
Luther Page came home last
suryey of cases of veterans who
cided there is a reasonable cer- weeks of unemployment
benefits
have, received 20 or more weeks of week from the Mason hospital
tainty of repayment by the Vet- as his length of service
dictates.
where he has beeit a few weeks
eran.
The bill provides that a tempo- benefit payments, Dr. Babb said
many instances have beers. noted taking treatments.
Q. When a soldier is released rarily-employed veteran could
reMrs. Miller Marshall is in Dewhere veterans made claims fur
from a disciplinary training camp ceive the maximum number
of albenefits while employed. Warn- troit for a two weeks' visit with
how lulu; does he have to wait lowances to which his
active sering of the gravity of this practice relatives and friends.
before his sentence is remitted? vice entitles him, but each
weekMiss Marelle Orr and her mothand citing conviction of previous
With 70 points and over' two ly allowance would' be
reduced by
offenders, Dr. Babb listed anew er, Mrs. Maud Orr, and Mr. and
)ears of service will he be ship- wages in excess of $3
payable to
.
the acts whkh make a veteran Mrs. Henry West were in Clinton
ped home?
him.
Sunday
visiting relatives
and
claimant
liable to
prosecution.
"Thus
we see," the
A. When a serviceman is redirector
friend,.
These
include:
leased from a disciplinary training continued, "that each weekly alfloss Humphreys of Murray was
Itnowing acceptance by a. vetercenter to an active-duty status, he lowance received by the veterad,
Better get your topcoat out of
the guest of Mrs. Lela Wilson
is serving under a suspended sen- regardless of the amount of the an of an allowance to which he is Sunday.
the closet so it will be ready
tence.. He is given an opportunity payment, would reduce by one not entitled.
Shelby Hicks of California is in
to wear when cool days come
Knowingly making or causing to
to earn an honorable discharge the number of remaining allowHazel visiting his parents, Mr. and
be
made
a
again. Call us for Sanitone
false
statement
for
:line
the
payments available.. - If 'a
front his period of active service.
Mrs.
R. R. Hicks.
cleaning service today. See
Restored general prisoners, whose veteran temporarily employed re- purpose of causing an increase iii
Mrs. Ellen Charlton of Murray
restoration ha,', been effected out- ceived tilte minimum of only $2 a allowance or causirig the payment was in Hazel
how Sanitone's more thorough
Sunday
to
visit
her
of
any allowance where none .is
side the Continental limits of the week, such payments would count
cleaning removes embedded
daughters.
Mrs.
Ethel.
Windsor
U.S. mill be returned to the U.S.. arainst the number of payments authorized, an offense which sue- and family
and Mrs. Toy Brandon
dirt; brightens color and luster.
in accordance st ith the policy of available to him, thc same as if it jects the offenclegtto a. fine of not and family.
Regular cleaning will give you
more
than
$1.000
or
'to,
imprisonhad
been
for the maximum $20.00
returning other enlisted personnel.
Miss May Nell McLeod was a
extra seasons of wear and
Dr. Babb pointed out that it ment for not more than a year—
on their point scores and
Paris
visitor last wet k
satisfaction.
length
of service. Only active would be to the veterans' welfare or both.
-Receipt of any motley. check or
duty time mas be counted for 1 I I cases where temporary employHIRE
A
HANDICA
PPED
VET
point credits or length of service. ment pay entitled them to minor allowance under readjustment al_
That is. A serviceman is not al- weekly benefits of only a few dol- lowance provisions without being
Hospitalized veterans recently
lost ed to count any time spent in lars to leave those payments un- titled thereto apd .with intent to staged an
0-Limp-ics
contest.
defraud the United States, which
confinement, ass aiting court. ,trnar
: claimed. In aoiniaa su,,be eaniaiaOta
grftettErg
that
ia --ty of imprisonment
OAT or vatile on a non pay status. WIR—veterans would have saved carrre-S-1751:71
they could still have fun and
Q When my aan waa discharg- for himself a week' of maximum for not more than a year, Or a fine jump arid
play ping-porig with
of not more than $1,000 or both.
value which he
ed from service five months ago benefit
might
sonic of the best of the ablehe was told by an officer that he wish to claim later in the event of
bodied. October 6-12 is NATIONwould get a pension of 550.00 or becomfaig totally unemployed.
AL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY
Referring
more. He got a job, but works
again to the casual•
HANDICAPPED WEEK- See Your
(nay part time because he says his employment features of the veterlocal United States Employment
iInjury bothers him. When will ans* progtam. Dr. Babb observed
Service for full details
"IT'S
Hunter Love.. Murray photogthe Government .tart his pension- Shalt it is probabey a misconception
GGOD BUSINESS TO HIRE THE
'
and can he oat treatment for his of these provisions which confuses rapher, has been awarded a cer- ANDICAPPED.'
the veteran and gives him the im- tificate of merit by the Photograpression that to accept temporary phers Association of America for
employment is opposed to his own a picture of his which has beer,
leas: interests and "understandably hung in the picture exhibit of the
enough he is dubious about ac- association at the Stevens Hotel
In Chicago, Ill.
cepting such 'employment".
The photograph. eatitled "Junior
. How it Works
.
"What the veteran fails to corr- Masai' i tat the grittti4 d Oghtlq nt
.
- Mr. and Mrs. Merril Marine. This
is the fourth time a certificate of
injury from a Government doctor
merit has been. awarded to Lave.
in a Government Hospital
The photograph and certificate
A. Ni officer in a separation
are now on display at Loveta•
center had any right to tell your
son hove much pension he would studio.
receive. That decision rests solely
tt ith the Veterans Administration HIRILSEY CANNERY TO RE
OPEN In APPOINTMENT ONLY
which may or may, not. follow the
rei ommendAtion of medical ofThe Kirksey community tannery
ficers in separation renters. Vour will be open by appointment only
son Omuta apply at once to the after Octobar 3. Those desiring
to
Veterans Administration for pen- mak•• hominy or can beef should
sion and hospitalization and treat- make appointmeas at their
earlment.
1st convenience,

"emaels, *

WARNING

TO ALL CAR OWNERS!

IF YOU CAN'T PAY FOR ACCIDENTS
YOU MAY LOSFeYOUR RIGHT
TO DRIVE!

•

THE TRULY PLEASANT DRIVING
WEATHER IS JUST AHEAD

Honest Representation
for ALL the people
VOTE NOV. 5th FOR

NOT TOO HOT. . . NOT TOO COLD

DRIVE IN!

The minute you have an automobile accident ill which
any person is injured or killed, or property damage exceeding $50 occurs, you will come face td face with loss,
of your driving rights, under the new Kentucky Motorists'
Safety-Responsibility Law which takes effect January 1,
I 947. This law requires that any driver or owner of a car
involved in an accident must show that he has Automobile' Liability and Property Damage insurance to co'ver
the damage claims that may result, or he must Fost secuTity up to SI IMO to pay them.
Inability to meet these requirements will be penalized by
suspension of the driving license and car registrations held by the defaulting party
DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHT 30. DRIVE!

AND LET US PREPARE YOUR CAR FOR SOME
OF T,ILIE,M9ST DELIGHTFUL DRIVING
OF THE YEAR

An Automobile Liability Policy in the Strong Stock
companies represented by this agency satisfies all require, ments of the new law.
N"------tet us give you further details about the new- Kentucky Motorists' Safety-Responsibility Law without
obligation.

On Seven Days a Week : 24-Hour Wrecker Service

STANDARD PRODUCTS

See Us Before You Buy Your Automobile Insurance

•

JUDGE

Munday's Service Station
tri)

Red Willoughby

BENTON ROA D
Rudy Barnett

JOHN S. COOPER
--REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR

U. S. SENATOR
•

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
Insurance Agents
Gatlin Building
FIRE : CASUALTY : AUTO
Al2 MAIN STRVS.T

TF.1..

331

"If Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance-

(Political Advertis•ment

08111,••
'110,
41:1.

Ci)PY F\WEEkt

••••••••

•

---

•

PAGE SIX

Locust Grove ‘VCrt. Sunday guests
of Mr. and,Mrs Scudder Galloway.
aid Sirs -Euin Edwards of
Byars
been
W L. Hargrove. Bob 'Stephenson
Paducah, formerly of Alnio7 are the
s
lwithrs'a cold;
and Gus Hurt spent last week in
soqa born Sept. 28.
parents'of
Mr. and Mrs.. Tom Mohan visited
St. 'Louis attending the baseball
Mr and Mrs. Graves Dale La:ITIP- I Mr. and Mrs Ted 1.;
:ntimere Sungames.
• kins.of Benton wore Sunday guests day
Mr. and 'Mrs. H. Et Widgeon of
Beale. ,! Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vaughn visitPaducah were week-end guests of of Mr and Mrs Joe Rob
hatio?edlier red Mr and Mrs. Br. ut Fluod. SunTurner
Mrs.
Gaylon
Mr and Mrs Hersey Wpkins. ,
day.
'
Mr. and Mrs.aWalter Wright of son Vernie. with a- birthday party
Mrs. Odie Morris rtaturned home
September 24
.Hazel spent' Friday with Mr and Tuesday Vternoora
from 'a 10-day visit
Games and. caintests were enjoyed September
Mrs T W. Taylor__
were )vith tier chiniglater. Mrs. J. P.
hett
refreshments
after
c
Max . R.
eale son of Mr. and Mrs
following guesas Wicker and Mr Wicker of PaduPat Beale, arrived Saturday from served to the
Wanda Taylor. J;+y,..• Suzan. Car- cah. -Mr and Mrs. •Wicker are
Camp Sheridan. Ill a where he rela ..ro Sloan. Brenda Johnson. Jane the proud partnts of a baby boy
ceived his Army discharge_ He has
Chadwick.. Edward Jones Walston, born September 13.
been atationad in w ataa Japan..for
Barbara All ii Paschall, daughJohnsen. Ernest and Verine
the past 11 months. He and h.s Bibby
ter of Mr. and Mrs J. C. Paschall
Turner.
'
wife the former Hazel Andrus. and
has been suffering from a cold.
Mr and M.'? Pogue Outland and
daughter. Patricia. reside in MurMr and Mrs. Montle Wicker
.auldrein. Stanley Imes aid Mary
ray.
spent last week in the home of
Mrs Elsie Graham id Calvert Lee. if Murray. vis.ted Mts. Out- Mr and %Ls J P Wicker.
M.'s
M Im.s
City. visited her niece. Mrs Milan Loads mother
Mr and Mrs. Jesase Latimere
Sunday
"
Walston. and Mr Walstei,
wer., among these attending the
week
Mr 'and Mrs. Max Beale and 'Mein g at Hazel Sunday.
Dorothy
May
Roberts_ 1. G daughtor. Patricia. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Paschall were
lb Tubbs and 1.1.i Beale hare enter-I Roberts and daaghtar. Betty. Sunday guests', in the home of Mr.
.
ed Murray State College.'
I of-Murray. were Sunday guests ef and Mrs Ben Byars.
ir
Mr and Mrs.
B -Cooper of Pa- I-Mr and Mrs. Pat Beale.
Mr and_ Mrs. - Norten Foster
ducah `visited their son; B. It t 'Mrs Adelbert Reeves and chil- were in Murray Saturday.
Cooper. and Mrs Ciopera,Sunday &en. Margie and Thomas. af DexMr and Mr's. Jecit Newport atMr. and Mrs_ Elbert Houston and , ter. sixint Saiurda7 with her
t tided the singing at Hazel SunMr. and Mrs Thomas Houston of ter. Mrs.' Alvah Galloway. and Nril day.
a-Mrs. Edd
canned corn at
the Puryear cannery last Week.
Mr. and Mrs Ted Latimere were
the guests of Mr_ and Mrs. Odie
Morris Thursday night.
Doyce
Morris. son of Mr. and Mrs. M,orits as at Camp Sheridan. Ill.. for
his discharge and is expected to
be home in .
3 s
sum ii time
Mrs. Hanzy is unimptioved at
this ierning.
L..
Betty Rose Wicker is visiting
her grand parents. Mr and Mrs.
By Mrs. A. L. Battell
C B Morris.
Mr and Mrs. William Duncan
Commodore Orr was in Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Guile Bazzell
Saturday.. Blue Bird
were Sunday visitors of Mr and
Mrs. -Toy Duncan and family.
Galloway.
Miss Ruth ,Carter and Tevvell
Mrs T W Taylor and grand- Hayden. both of Mayfield. were
turday.
daughter. Wanda Taylor. suffered married
Mr and Mrs. Bob Guthrie and
minor injuries Sunday evening in
an automobile accident near Ben- daughters spent Saturday night
ton
Mr Taylor. who was driving and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
the car, was, not injured. They Lyman Dixon
•
341 and Mrs A. B. Cloys and
were -returning from Paducah after
visitihg their daughter. Mrs Dale family were Sunday visitors of
Mr. arid Mrs. Charlie Cloys.
Johnson. and Mr Johnson
Mr and Mrs. Ewell Laftb were
Joe Dunn of Pembroke was the
YOUR FORD DEALER KNOWS
guest ,4 n s sister. Mrs I. W Imes. Sunday visitors of Mrs. Mattie
YOUR CAR BEST
Jones.
Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Carter and
Mrs Hershey Hopkins left Mon.
&y for Paducah to attend the Gol- daughter spent Saturday night
den Wedding eelebration of her and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
!parents. Mr and and Mrs. P. V. Jennings Turner and family SunPhone 170
East Main Street
I Kg
day. Afternoon, callers were Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Carter and.sons
arid Mrs. Lester Kelley and daughter.
Mr and Mrs Herman Cud-, and
son spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Cude.
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.In Warren county where corn
prospects are said to be excellent.
33 farmers have entered the corn
derby.
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schools with their presehtation of
an "Amateur Show" in the contest featured by the Calloway.
County Fair.
They are: 'back row, left to
right) Jackie Ellis, accordion solo
and tap dance; Dortha Jean Alton, Myrtle- Mae Nesbitt, Bob
Thomas. Faye Nell Craig. Jimmie
Twosy.- Jimmie Gingles and Joe
lecond row, left to right) Ann
Paschall. a reading, "Going to
Hollywood; ''Kernie Bailey, Vioreading, "Listen
Vick, a
h•tta
America.- and Bobby Lassiter,
1Fronti Joe Scarbronugh.
A quartet composed of George
Freeman, Kerme Bailey, Violetta
Lasiiit.r hang
Vick and Bobby
"Sioux
City Sue- and "Onesy
Twsosy " Jimmie Gingles and Joe
Scarbrough gave a pantomime of
"Lazy Bones" with a choral background. The program ended with
singing
the
the ,entire
group
Hazel alma mater, George Freeman acted as master, of ceremonies.
Other schools 'entered in the
contest were I
.! Grove. Murray

L. W. !NILS. Sec?etary, Alm°, Ky.
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EXTINGUISHER

AmasIng new dependable door to
125 trouble free
door tran•portation
to 35 miles
antes per gallon of goo,
per bout installi toady on •ns bel
loon Ord Nike See Your Nee Wluraer
Motor TODAY sht

1.49

Firestone Home and
Auto Supplies

Especially designed for electric, gas or og
tires where the use of water is dangerous.
liprays 17 feet-

Telephone 135
Van Barnett L. E. Kerley
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Sporting Goods
ROLLER SKATES
GYM SHORTS
SALT WATER REELS
TRUE TEMPER RODS
HEDDON PAL ROD
MINNOW BUCKETS
MINNOW SEINES
BOATS
WADING BOOTS
BASKETBALLS
FOOTBALLS
HURD ROD AND REEL
TACKLE BOXES

Spot Remover., 29e

Foam Cleaner

Ethyl Cleaner

Solventol

:15e

These are quality cleaners to make your home
• brighter and your housework easier. See them today!
o

Cuts Down Breakage

STOVE
MAT
1.19
Shiny baked enamel top, so

Ilrainboard
Mat
1.00

eat, to clean?' Five sparkling colors.

Protects dietes 'from chipping Black, white color,

Soli Cleaning Design

Bash Mat
Cleena mud and trash from
shoes quickly Tough, tongwearing Mai mistier.'

1.50

Suction cups bold mat firmly
in place. White, black and
colors.
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Furniture Polish 39c
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RETREADING

Precision Engineered

o.-Slip

BUY DIRECT
FROM WHOLESALER

Membership Fee S1.00

FACTORY -METHOD

Kirksey.

.0.10 4.fead‘e.; Whate4 rutte
NOW

Entry Fee S1.00, :

Pictured above are the Hazel Training School and
students who took first prize over
County
Calloway
three
other

Farnters in the New Providence
area of Calloway County will
hay, an opportunity next week to
have their soil tested for time.
phosphate and potash needs, according to an announcement from
the County Agents Office.
Foy._ county agent, and
S.
R. K. Kelley. coUniy-soils assistint. statrd that any farmer in I
that area who wanted any one
field or all of his fields tested
should bring a sample of the !toil
to Millers Store at New Providence on Friday, October II. be,we-en 10:00 and 2 p m
The
samples will be tested and results given tin the same day
Anyone desiring inform ition on
how to take the samples may
call at the store or at the County
Ag.-nts Office for specific instructions.

STAINLESS STEEL

FIELD TRIALS

I.

Tirestone

New Providence Tq
Have Soil Clinic

Kentucky Dam
Fox Hunters
Association
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